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Executive Summary
Our engineering notebook in separated into three sections: The Engineering Section,
The Team Section, and the Business Plan.
The Engineering Section
The Engineering Section covers everything that went into our robot. It includes: Design,
Software, and Strategy.
The Design section of our notebook starts with an overview of our process. We then
show our design log detailing decisions and changes made at each meeting. Each
meeting log describes changes and or developments that occured to our robot during
that meeting, to follow our design process we have identified, we color code each of our
meetings with the stage of design we are at, as well as putting our goals for that
meeting and our lessons learned at the end.
the Design section is then finished off by an overview of the design components we will
be taking to our tournament as well as some of the other design components we have
had placed upon our robot and either changes or decided to not put on our robot.
The Software section of our notebook has an overview of our software development
process, weekly logs, pictures of our code, documentation of the control components on
our robot, diagrams relating to our autonomous code and the use of the controllers and
an extra explanation of our holonomic drive train.
The Strategy section includes a point analysis, an overview of our priorities, and
reflections after each tournament we attend regarding our strategy
The Team Section
The Team section consists of everything regarding our team outside of the designing
and building of our robot.
The team section begins with a team summary and then introductions of each student
team member and adult coach/ mentor.
Our outreach section starts off with an outreach analysis describing our current situation
with the outreach we have done, where we have weaknesses and where we have
strengths and or opportunities, we then go into our larger outreach projects by
identifying them, the funding needed for them, the partnerships we have made to
complete those projects, and what comes next.
We then give an overview of the different events we have hosted, presented at ,
volunteered at our helped coordinate for the last two seasons.
Lastly we include a list of all the different connections our team has made, how we
made them, and how we plan to strengthen those connections.
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The team section lastly includes our safety plan, which we made and then presented at
the NM FTC Kickoff event.
The Business Plan
The Business Plan goes in-depth about our team values, how our team is set up, our
funding, and our short-term and long-term goals in Fundraising, Sustainability,
Outreach and Community Service and how we plan to meet the goals we have
identified.
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Thank You
Brain Hackers Robotics wants to thank those who have supported us throughout the
season.

Sponsors
Brain Hackers Robotics would like to thank our generous sponsors throughout the
season.

Grants
Best Buy,Sandia National Laboratories, Boeing

Honorary Team Members
Art Graesser*, Doug and Debbie Doerfler, East Mountain Legal System, Exerplay, Harts
Hardware

Official Benefactors
Kay Rivers,Lucia Lujan, Christi and Chris Forsythe,Greenside Cafe,Mccall's Farm,
Sandia National Laboratories Federal Credit Union,Souers Construction,Spears
Automotive,Tillery Chevrolet,

Sponsors
State Farm- Matt Kunkle,Waterways of New Mexico,Costco Wholesale

Donations from Giving Tuesday
Chris and Christi Forsythe,Leora Siegal,Nikihanna Baptiste, Kathleen Lucas Reeves,
Rebekah Boone, Linda Tanksley Roseler, Jenny Parsons, Kristen Sherwood, Amy
Nicole, Kelly Hale, Glen Amspaugh, Lucia Lujan, Cheryl Bolstad, Chris Johnson,
Virginia Davis, Kay Rivers, Lori Evans Van Note, Johnathan McClain, Jane Patriarca,
Meredith Dixon, Michaela Negus, Amy Reed, William Moffat, Letitia Morris,Katherine
Pond, Theresa Rodriguez, Art Graesser, Doug and Debbie Doerfler

Thank You Ford Davis
Brain Hackers would like to thank Ford Davis and Nex+Gen Academy for letting us use
their facilities during their Meet-The-Field days and opening up their facilities for extra
time so that we could get more work done on our robot.
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References
We would like to thank Team 15420, ACE Robotics, for allowing us to view their
engineering notebook.
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The Engineering Section
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Design Process Overview

On the graphic above we have outlined the general design process our team used
throughout the season. The process going through different steps helped us add a bit of
organization to the process of designing and building our robot. This season our
process focused a lot on thinking and evaluating. We wanted to evaluate before
building, during building and after building to ensure that all of our designs were as
effective as they could possibly be. Here are more specific definitions of each of the
steps in our design process
Step 1 Brainstorm Ideas- When we started our design process we wanted to make sure
we would have the most efficient and effective design which included a lot of
12

brainstorming. This step includes analyzing the different challenges of the missions laid
out in the season and strategically finding out which achievements would give us the
highest point values. By brainstorming first we outlined our goals and missions as a
team so we know what to focus on as a team. This stage also includes reviewing
requirements that the robot needs
Step 2 Design and Prototype - The design and prototype stage refers to the stage after
we identify our goals, where we start to come up with solutions and ideas to achieve our
goals. Due to the many different expertise on our team this was done in many ways.
Some members would use sketches to visualize the solutions and then turn the
sketches into prototypes while others would model with parts. This stage is very
important and is used throughout the entirety of our season- even after some of the later
stages to make our robot even better.
Step 3 Build - The build stage refers to when we take our design elements from the
sketches and prototypes and turn them into a final (or almost final) product. This stage
is an important one as it requires both mechanical ability and evaluating throughout the
building process.
Step 4 Test and Asses - the test and asses stage occurs after the building stage and
refers to when we have a finished product and we evaluate the product’s ability. This
stage is essential to having a functional robot as sometimes despite prior analysis
designs made earlier might not be at the level we need them to be at.
Step 5- Rebuild - the rebuild stage is one of the most tedious, but most important steps
in our design process. It refers to the stage after we have built and tested a design and
realize we need to change an element of the design to make it more effective. This
stage incorporates what we have learned from all of the previous steps and helps us
make our robot and it’s many parts as effective as they can be.
Throughout our design process log, we will show you how where we are in the design
process as well as the progression of our designs.
Step 6- Productionized- The productionized stage in robot design refers to when our
robot is a finalized product ready to compete. This stage will show up the meeting
before tournaments and will be what phase of the robot we use to compete with. The
important part of this phase is that it can always be improved and updated upon.
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Robot Design Process Log
This section will show our overall design process throughout the entirety of our season.
We start the section before our build season begins to show where our team began
learning about different engineering and design principles that we used throughout the
season.
8/19/2018Goal: to start engineering process by teaching new members how to make
testbeds
Stage- Brainstorm and Design/Prototype
The challenge for the season has not been released yet, however our team has started
making a test bed to help with the programmers. This test bed’s purpose is to
incorporate different sensors, motors,servos and designs that will be useful in learning
how to program missions for this year’s season. We drew a design as shown in (figure
1) to have two motors for the wheels on the left and right side one motor for a linear
slide on the back, and a metal frame to support the servo on the front. This meeting we
built a base for the electronics and started mounting dome motors and sensors
Lessons Learned
● We learned how to make a robot chassis
● We learned how to situate motors and different sub assemblies onto a robot’s
base
● We learned how to mount the electronics on our robot
● We learned how to express our ideas into sketched designs
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8/26/2018Goal: to mount motors and electronics onto our testbed
Stage- Design/Prototype and Build
This meeting we continued working on the test bed. We mounted the servos on the front
metal frame and the motors on the left and right side. We put some research into the
expansion hub as well.

Lessons Learned
● We learned how to mount servos and electronics onto the robot
● We learned how to mount motors onto the robot
● We learned about the specifics of the REV expansion hub that we will be using
this year

09/02/2018Goal: to understand the REV expansion hub and wire our testbed
Stage- Brainstorm/Research and Build
This meeting we worked on the Rev expansion hub and wiring on the robot. This took a
lot of research through FIRST resources but ultimately at the end of the meeting we
were able to wire up the test bed.
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(pictures of wired up test beds with descriptions of wiring)

Lessons Learned
● We learned some specifics about the abilities of the REV expansion hub
● We learned how to connect different sensors, servos,encoders, and motors
onto the REV expansion hub
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09/08/2018
Goal: to analyze this years mission and come up with the most effective strategy
and solutions to the challenges the season presents
Stage- Brainstorm
While we were very busy throughout the kickoff we managed to find time to do some
brainstorming as to what we want our robot to do
Some strategies throughout up are listed in the table below

Chassis/Wheels

Holonomic-Might increase
Maneuverability However might pose
some challenges in robots location in
autonomous.
High Chassis-helps driving over the
crater

Lift/Latching

Rack + Pinion
Winch
80-20 Pulley Lift
Forklift
Hook
Latch

Intake

Compliant Wheels
Grabbers (to grip)
Conveyor Belt
System to Go Over Crater

Lift/ Outtake

Conveyer Belt
Flow Through Design

Marker

Simple
Easy to Attach

Storage (particles)

Place in Middle
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Lessons Learned
● We learned the season’s game rules!
● We learned the importance of strategizing and point analysis in terms of our
robot’s designs
● We learned about different drivetrains from other FTC teams
● We heard shared experiences from other teams about the importance of
checklists during FIRST competitions

9/16/18
Goal: To start design process by brainstorming strategy and design for our robot
Stage- Brainstorm and Design/ Prototype
After taking some time off, we went straight into strategy and design we created a table
of the different mechanisms/ tasks we need to accomplish and the things that we would
want and what would make accomplishing those tasks inconvenient
Mechanism/Task

Wants

What we don’t want

Chassis

-4 wheel drive
Lightweight
Maneuverable
Reliable
Useful Material
Strong
Go in Any Direction
Torque
Wheels directly connected
to motor
Some sort of light
Different drive speeds

Gears that easily get
misaligned
Not smooth drive
Hard to control

Camera/
Phone/Electronics

Camera sees navigation
targets
Easily wired up
Safely wired up

Loose cords
Against rules
Dangerous situations

Detach/Reattach

Simple solution
Stability

risk of leaving things on the
field
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Intake/ Outtake System

Time Efficient
Mechanical feature to latch
on
Able to get down
Control over speed
Simplicity
Programmable
Controlled
Accurate
Reliable
Foolproof
Sturdy
Strength to keep robot uoo
Resistance to weight and
gravity

Dependent on Location
Too Slow
Too fast
Hard to latch on
Easily breakable

Fast
Efficient
Reliable
Either gets Two Gold
Particles or Two Silver
Particles
Able to carry and dethatch
marker as well
Extend over crater
Controllable
Smooth
Moves through robot

Error in putting things in
Has to go into crater
Collects different types of
particles
Robot has to be
reorientated to score

We then split into different groups half of us worked on the intake system whereas half
worked on the lift system.
Lessons Learned
● Through identifying the different specifications of the challenge and what our
robot has to solve we can get a clearer idea of what our design should be
● Communication is important in designs and we need to ensure that our team is
communicative throughout the entire design process.
● Everybody has important ideas about the design of our robot.
● To be successful in the Rover Ruckus Game we must have a robot that can
complete both the landing and the latching mission
● While parking in the crater gets some points, a greater priority would be speed
and agility in our robot- we don’t want to risk our robot getting stuck in the
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crater
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9/23/18
Goal: To design the different
components of our robot
Stage- Design/Prototype
Today the team worked on designing the
intake of the robot. We thought up of a
design where the intake is aligned with
wheels on both sides separated by
rubber bands to take in the particles. To
better visualize this we created a
prototype out of cardboard.
Along with this we started building and
taking apart are old robot and designing
the post for our robot,
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Lessons Learned
● We learned about the prototyping process
● Through researching different ideas we learned about some common ideas
teams have for how to design their robot.
● We learned about the importance of the internet in finding resources for
inspiration
● We identified some of the features we had on our Relic Recovery Robot from
last year had similarities to functions we needed performed in our robot this
year
● Through looking at the robot from last year we could identify some of the
strengths and weaknesses our robot held in the previous season, through
assessing these strengths and weaknesses we were able to have a clearer
communication as to what we want on our robot this season

9/30/18
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Goal: to begin prototyping our different solutions and assess the effectiveness of
our prototypes
Stage- Design/ Prototype, Build, and Test + Asses
Today the team worked on building the chassis, designing intakes, and ordering more
parts for our robot. Our chassis was built by placing motor mounts on a u-shaped
chassis and then in the middle putting our rack and pinion lift.
We have two different ideas for our intake device
Intake 1

A device held by two gears with rubber
band running through the gears to pick up
both silver and gold particles. The intake
device would be run by a motor that
would be regularly moving to pick up two
particles at a time

Intake 2

A simpler rectangular design with holes to
latch in over and into the crater and take
out exactly two silver craters at a time and
then push into the cargo hold.

We will continue to prototype and test out the two designs to accurately assess the best
solution for our team.
Lessons Learned
● We looked at two possible designs that worked to carry out the task of
collecting minerals- this showed us our solution could be looked at from many
ways
● We found reliability in the friction of rubber bands when it comes to picking up
particles from the rectangular shapes model.
● Weight is important this year and we want to asses the weight when it comes
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to the different sub assemblies of our robot, we want our overall design to be
lightweight- a design requiring a lot of extra motors might add too much weight
to the robot

10/07/18
Goal: To start working on the different
components of our design and create different
mechanisms and to test the lift and see if we can
continue on the route we are going
Stage- Design/prototype, Build, and Test + Asses
Today we worked on 3 different mechanisms that will
work into our design
Intake- for our intake we continued to work on the
squared design to pick up the silver particles, we
applied different parts onto the mechanism and tested
the prototype we had
Lift- We already had our rack and pinion lift on our
robot however we needed to test this. We put together
two trials to test the effectiveness of this mechanism
Trial One

We put together a simple
mechanism to latch that we
could temporarily use to
test our lift. We then
worked with programmers
to get a lift program and
tested the function to lift
and to detach

Trial Two

Along with the changes
implemented in the first

This proved to be
moderately successful. We
could see our robot moving
and the lifting function
working.
However we just used a
base and were not testing
the lift with the full weight
of the robot
And since we are using a
homemade field kit rather
than the bought set our
landing system was not big
enough and our robot got
stuck.
This showed us that our
gearing was off and
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trial, we changed the
landing base so our robot
could fit and we added four
wheels and motors to the
robot to test the weight

because of the gearing we
could not fully lift the robot
using the rack and pinion
lift. We will try to redo the
gearing and run another
trial to ensure the
effectiveness of our lift.

)

Latch- We brainstormed different ideas for the latching mechanism and drew blueprints
and built prototypes to test these ideas. We debated whether the use of servos would
work in this model and tried to think of the variables that would make it effective.

Lessons Learned
● We learned about the importance of testing when it comes to prototyping our
designs
● We learned about the limitations in a homemade lander and the importance in
getting to test on the field
● We had multiple trials to test our lift - the one we learned the most from was
when we added motors ro the base of our robot this adds more weight. This
helped us learn the importance of accuracy and recreation of tournament
conditions when we are testing the different assemblies and subassemblies on
the robot.
● Latching is very difficult and the hooking mechanism will have a lot impact on
the overall success of our latching

10/14/18
Goal: To think about the ideas we have come up with and discuss as a team
where we would like our design to go
Stage- Design/ Prototype and Build
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Today we got into building and prototyping. We continued working on the intake
mechanism and the conveyor belt it will go upon. We discussed different mechanisms
that we want to prototype and test. (show scanned pics of design 10/14/18)

Hybrid System- a system with a conveyor belt anf and extending arm, system would
pick up particles with either a servo or a linear actuator and be set on qa pivot to flip the
mechanism. The lift on the robot would would lift the conveyor belt
Extending Arm System- extends with linear slide to make system to go out, leaving a
lot of room for adjustment. Slide would be ran using a motor
Popper System- kicks particle up wall, so no extension of an arm in required.. This
would provide a faster build system and allow us more time to test drive
We will build and prototype the different systems to test the efficiency and accuracy and
asses what the best choice for our robot will be.
Lessons Learned
● We learned about the value of discussion at this point in the design process
● By the help of our new mentor we learned how to apply more upper level
engineering concepts into our design
● We have come up with a lot of designs- all with possibility of success. The only
way to ensure we chose the best possible solution is to build the mechanisms
and to test the mechanisms.

10/21/18
Goal: To prototype different mechanisms and get them ready for testing
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Stage- Design/Prototype and Build
We worked on a lot of prototyping today and working on different mechanisms we
wanted to test
We started prototyping 3 designs at this meeting
Grabber 1
(

Collects by dropping down and grasping
ball
Created channel for particle to fall through

Box Collector
(picture)

Prototyped system
Connected long channel with box
Box connected to different rods to collect.
System would work with particles grabbed
and then kept in box
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Conveyor Belt
(picture)

Continued Prototyping system
-System now held with belt running down
and parts at certain intersections
-worked to make it run smoothly

We discussed developments in our design and concluded that lifting the robot with the
forklift as we originally planned would not be successful.
Along with the tests we did previously we determined that the release would cause too
much damage to the different parts on the robot and this was not a factor we would like
to risk.
Lessons Learned
● All designs will have strengths and weaknesses, we have to plan out the
designs and test their strengths and weaknesses before we know what the
best possible solutions are
● We learned the resources online are great for inspiration however we must
assess the applicability to our own robot.
● There are several set conditions that come with gameplay. To make our robot
work efficiently the field we must asses these conditions to come up with the
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most efficient design

10/28/18
Goal: To create a clearer idea of where we want our robot to go and communicate
with the rest of the team our ideas
Stage- Design/Prototype and Test/Asses
We worked on solidifying our designs and continue working on prototyping the different
designs

Designs
Design 1 moving Conveyor
(show pic)

This design is a conveyor belt connected
to a lift that is able to slide back and forth.
This allows the conveyor belt to become
higher and lower as needed. It
accomplishes this by having a hinge at its
top and horizontal slide at its bottom.
Because the conveyor belt itself is run by
servos, it conserves a motor for another
mechanism

Design 2 stationary Conveyor

This design is a conveyor belt that is
stationary (it does not move from its
place) It delivers balls to an arm
connected to a servo, which in turn
rotates and allows the ball to be
delivered.

Lift/Slide

Particles fall through back of input after
the forklift/linear slide was retracted and is
33

swiveled then it falls into input for
conveyor belt
Collecting Mechanism

Collecting Mechanism goes back until it
hits the plate. Particle falls down and
through opening in plate into conveyor
belt.

Along with developing designs we continued working on the conveyor belt. We inserted
a pulley system onto the conveyor belt model
Lessons Learned
● We learned about the basic functions a conveyor belt
● We learned that size is a big factor in the different mechanisms on our robot.
While some assemblies would work really well they have to fit into the
18x18x18 inch perimeter to even work
● Our design functions are sometimes based on gravity-this is helpful to learn
about in the process of coming up with an overall design

11/03/18
Goal: practice driving and test our lift to see if it works on the field
Stage- Test/Asses
Today we went to the Albuquerque Meet-The-Field Day. Since we decided not to buy
the field kit this season, this was one of our main driving opportunities and helped us get
accustomed to the field. We learned that our original rack and pinion lift would in fact lift
up the robot, however we would need to make our robot smaller.
Lessons Learned
● We learned about the importance of practicing in competition conditions on the
competition field.
● We tested our lift and were able to learn that our original solution would work
with a high enough gear ration
● We learned about gear ratios. Our life can only work with a high gear ratio
meaning the motor is connected to a smaller gear and the lifting side of our
forklift is connected to a larger gear. The smaller gear moves much faster than
the larger gear giving the mechanism the power to lift up
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11/04/18
Goal: To reconfigure our lift and make the mechanism more structurally sound
Stage- Rebuild
Today we mostly worked on landing and latching. We reconfigured our rack and pinion
lift and rebuilt our chassis. Our chassis is now a smaller design with the lift being the
centered part of the design.

We also rebuilt our forklift to be run by a worm gear which will make it more efficient

Lessons Learned
● We were able to put together a holonomic drive train- We learned to do this we
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had to ensure the specific angles our wheels are set at in order to move in all
directions.
● By putting our base together we learned about some of the complications our
original model would cause drivers. We learned about the importance of
establishing a front side of our robot.
● We learned how to put together worm-drive. Worm-drives are gear
arrangements where there is a worm (gear in form of screw) meshes with a
worm gear (worm wheels). The rationale behind this was to slow rotational
speeds and to get a higher torque

11/11/18
Goal: To solidify our designs
Today we primarily focused on three different aspects of our designs
Stage- Test/Asses and Rebuild
Chassis
To ensure programming would be easy and our robot would fit within the size
configurations we had to reassemble our chassis. Our new configuration is smaller and
more compact and allows for a more centered lift and easier drive
Lift
We found a new clip that better fit on the robot to attach to the lander and lift off at the
end. This clip we attached to our rack and pinion
Linear Slide
We continued working on assembling a linear slide for our robot.
Lessons Learned
● We started doing the wonderful task of reassembling. This helped us learn the
importance of communication between the build team and the software team in
the overall design of our robot
● We learned how to put together a linear slide.
● We learned about the importance of size in the configuration of the chassis and
rebuilt our chassis to fit into the right size requirements.
● We discovered that a smaller robot will provide a more elegant design and
allow us to be more maneuverable on the playing field.

11/17/18
Goal: To reconfigure the chassis so it can evenly support the weight of the lift
and to build our lift
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Stage- Rebuild
Today was our second Meet-The-Field Day. Today we worked on reconfiguring the
chassis and ensuring consistency in the screwing of the design. We also worked on
putting together our rack and pinion lift.
Chassis
We reconfigured our chassis to be a box shape with omni wheels on each length side of
the base. This gives us a the omnidirectional holonomic drive which allows for multiple
levels of freedom and allows us to put the lift at the center to make it easier to program
a consistent autonomous.

While placing the bar in the middle for the lift we were able to test both to make sure our
robot fits in the 18x18x18 box and that when lifted we can get 4 or more inches off the
ground. Thankfully we were successful.
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Lift
Through trial and error we successfully reconfigured our rack and pinion lift. In doing so
we found many variables that might end up hampering the consistency of the lift. While
putting it together was strenuous we ended with a smooth consistent lift.

Lessons Learned
● We decided to change the arrangement of our chassis to help us have a more
centered location for the lift of our robot. By doing this we learned the
importance of evenly distributing the robot’s weight while lifting the robot.
● We learned that the worm-drive system does not always provide the most
torque and the best way to create our system would rather be ensuring the
highests gear ratio we can get to allow the motor and the lift the power to lift
the robot.
● We learned the importance of trial and error in order to get the cleanest
possible design. We learned that through evaluating the different possible
concerns in our build and fixing such in our process of building we can ensure
the smoothest possible mechanisms
● We learned about the importance of consistency and how screw length affects
the design.

11/18/18
Goal: To make a backup on the lift and be prepared for the next tournament and
start identifying the requirements for our team marker
Stage- Design/Prototype, Build, and Rebuild
Today we worked on making a backup for our forklift. After reading through different
solutions we decided the best solution for our team would be to go for the rack and
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pinion lift- however to ensure the effectiveness we made a backup so if our lift breaks
we can continue landing and lifting our robot.
We also decided to start thinking about what we would want to do as an intake for the
particles on the field.
Intake One- After watching videos of matches and of different robots we found a
consistent intake system would be a system with a flicking device going into a box
collection method. This system seemed to be relatively consistent in sorting and
collecting. It would however require us to use at least one more servo/motor along with
what is already used on the arm
Intake Two- This intake system is a combination of the design Ben made earlier in the
season and the box collection method. We found the only main flaw in the system would
be the lack of separation of the particles in the depot. Because of this we wanted to
make sure our system could be capable of collecting particles regardless of how they
are placed in the depot. This system is much more efficient in storing than system one
however it provides a bit of lack of control.

We came up with these solutions in mind of when we would be implementing them.
After watching matches of local tournaments we determined our biggest priority for the
Phoenix tournament a month away would be consistent autonomous missions and
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landing/latching. Because of This our ideas for the intake were not our main focus, we
will however use the work we did to help us later in our implementation.
Team Marker- Because of our focus on autonomous we decided to make our team
marker system this meeting.
Needs
1. Fit size requirements
2. Be releasable
3. Have a mechanism to make the
scoring consistent

What are Marker has
1. Measured to the size specificities
2. Is releasable on a string/ pin/ servo
mechanism this makes the release
simple yet consistent
3. We will test the mechanism to
assess its consistency

Lessons Learned
● We learned about the importance of looking at rules when considering design
elements
● We learned the importance of prioritizing in our design, because of our
priorities we were able to establish our ideas but still have a focus on what we
can get done before our first qualifier.
● At this meeting we rebuilt a mechanism we already had built because of this
we were able to solidify our concepts of what our design was.
● We analyzed some of the field conditions when coming up with our new ideas
for the particle collectors, with this analysis we were able to learn about the
importance of field conditions in the considerations of our designs

11/24/18
Goal:To mount and wire the electronics and start to practice driving our robot
Stage- Build and Test/Asses
Our time at the meet the field day was consumed mostly by mounting and wiring. After
the work we did on the forklift last week, we remounted it. We also mounted the phone
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holder, the different electronics, and then the team marker system.

Because we were able to test on the field, we tested the landing, the latching and the
driving of our robot to find the systems working consistently and effectively.
We did notice slight problems with the tightness of the motor on the forklift, because of
this we will add loctite and come up with solutions to make sure this doesn't become a
problem at tournament time.
We decided to come up with a simple pushing mechanism that can be used to push
particles. We also realized we can just as effectively push in particles using the
non-moving wheels in our holonomic drive. We will asses this situation, however due to
the lower points we will focus more on the marker, the lift, and the safety of the wires.
Lessons Learned
● We learned about the importance of testing the drivetrain
● Through running our drivetrain we were able to see that driving the holonomic
drive is a little difficult. We learned we need to get all of our drivers practice
before the competition
● We learned that simplicity is key, that sometimes to finalize our product we
have to put systems together to score points even if they are not finalized
designs.

11/25/18
Goal: To start wiring our robot
Stage- Build
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Today we worked on wiring, and tightening the forklift. We also determined what we
want to continue working on before the tournament, and what we will table until the next
qualifier.
We decided we wanted to make our lift as efficient as it can be, our code as efficient as
it can be and our robot passing all the requirements.
We also identified smaller tasks like moving motors in closer, adding flag holders, and
adding team numbers that we need to complete before the season is over.

Lessons Learned
● We learned about the importance of wire management
● We learned that to organize our robot we have to make our wire management
clear enough to be able to identify possible issues in wiring between our
matches
● We learned wire management takes a lot of design and time
● We learned about the importance of putting the different specified requirements
on our robot

12/02/18
Goal: Build our team marker system,
Stage- Build
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This week we worked on making the team marker (claiming) system a more reliable
system and to wire the robot. Our previous team marker system heavily relied upon the
use of a servo and due to the dropping of the robot at the match and the current weight
distribution of our robot we determined this might have become faulty is anything were
to happen with the servo. We also determined we could make a system to have more
mechanical control. Our team marker currently is a Christmas ornament with a string
attached along with foam on the bottom to prevent from rolling. The system works
almost as a mechanical push sensor and releases the ornament with the most control
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(show picture)

Lessons Learned
● We learned about the importance in details when coming up with mechanisms
● We learned that simplicity is key and that the most elegant design would be the
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most simple
● Our mentor helped describe to us the importance of having a strong
mechanical system over a system that relies on the use of motors/servos or
complex software

12/08/18
Goal: to rewire our robot to ensure its safety and work on being prepared to
compete at Phoenix next weekend
Stage- Test/Asses and Rebuild
Today we worked on rewiring the robot in a way to make it safer and to more accurately
mount the different devices onto the robot, Doing this at our meeting today will allow us
to practice driving at the next meeting

Lessons Learned
● We learned about the importance good wire management has to the overall
safety of our design
● By focusing on wiring at this meeting, we were able to teach some of our newer
team members some of the conditions of tournaments

12/09/18
Goal: to get prepared to go to Phoenix tournament next week!
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Stage- Build, Test/Asses, and Rebuild
Including Productionize
Today we worked on a lot of minor adjustments to help us at the tournament next
weekend! We worked on making a pushing mechanism and solidifying our team marker
mechanism along with mounting our flag holder and our team numbers. We also worked
on making a linear slide to work on after the albuquerque tournament to reach into the
crater and pull out particles.
Productionize
At this meeting we completed the first final product of our robot. Our robot was ready to
compete in the matches at the end of the meeting.
Robot’s Assemblies/ Sub-Assemblies

Missions we can complete

Robot’s capabilities

Chassis
● Our chassis featured a holonomic
drive train with wheels 40 wheels
at 90 degrees apart. The chassis
was an elegant design being small
and compact.
Lift
● Our lift was centered in the robot to
evenly distribute weight while the
robot is latches and while the robot
is being lifted. Our lift was a rack
and pinion design. To lift the
weight of our robot we needed a
high gear ratio, to solve this we
had a larger gear connected to the
lifting mechanism and a smaller
gear connected to the motor
Pusher
● Our pusher is a flat piece
connected to the front of our robot.
It is placed to not go over the size
requirements while being able to
touch and ush the particles around
the playing field
●
●
●
●

Landing in Autonomous
Sampling (if gold is middle particle)
Scoring Particles in the depot
Latching at end game

Our robot’s holonomic drivetrain makes it
very maneuverable around the field. This
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is also aided by it’s small and compact
design. The drive train assists with lifting
the robot at the end and allowing the hook
to reach the lift
What we would update

1Add team marker dispense system
Add color sensor for sampling in
autonomous
Test different hooks to make lift
reliable.

Lessons Learned
● We learned about the importance of cleaning up our designs in the
production stage of our robot design
● We learned about the importance of planning and time-management in
our design
● Our newer team members were able to learn about some of tournament
conditions and requirements by us adding a flag holder and the team
number to our robot.
● While we were trying to put a pusher on our robot we found it is
important to notice the size specifications and the positions of the blocks
on the ground.

12/15/18
Goal: To compete, to learn from other teams, to improve our robot as much as we
can with the resources we have at the tournament and to analyze how we can use
our experiences to better our robot’s functionality.
Stage- Test/Asses and Rebuild
Today was our first tournament at the Phoenix Qualifier. This was a great competition
but also a huge learning opportunity. Our team won 3 out of 5 matches. Our robot was
very functional throughout the matches minus a few errors that we will try to assess and
fix before competing in Albuquerque next month.
At the end of our preliminary matches our team was ranked 8 out of 19 teams and were
not chosen to be in a finals alliances. We spent the next few hours using th practice field
to incorporate the team marker system on our robot and to continue testing driving our
robot.
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We also wanted to take some time to analyze what went wrong and to see what we
should do next to make sure we don’t have the same problems happening in
Albuquerque.
Issue

Why it might’ve happened

What we can do to make
sure it doesn’t happen
again

Lift not working

-Issue with connections
-Issue with lift
-wiring issues
- issues with powering on
before new matches

- We can test the robot
under certain conditions to
gauge if we have a
problem with connections,
then we will have to
discuss as a team what our
next step should be.
Because the lift is such an
essential part to the
scoring of our robot we
may need to redesign the
wiring in order to make
sure it is reliable and the lift
can work consistently at
each match.
- We can test our lift in
general and see if we
notice any overall
problems with the design
and functions of it. If we
see such we might need to
change certain elements
on the lift to ensure it’s
reliability.
- We will test the different
conditions our robot
encounters at tournaments
to see if we can get a clear
diagnosis to what the
problem is. Then, once we
know when the problem is
occuring we can make a
clearer judgement as to
what we need to do either
mechanically or in the
software to ensure we
don’t encounter the same
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problems in the next
tournament.
Hard to manipulate
particles/ Driving slow in
Driver controlled

-Lack of Experienced
Drivers
-Drivers not used to
holonomic drive
-Particle pusher has a
strength problem
-No way to get particles in
the crater

-We will get more practice
during our matches and
assign a drive team for our
tournament.
-Have our drivers get more
practice manipulating the
blocks at the holonomic
drive.
-We will have to change
the pusher of the particle to
see if we are encountering
a mainly pusher-based
problem. However our
team is hoping to transition
into a cargo-hold particle
maneuver system
- We will test the designs
of the linear slide and it’s
effectiveness in collecting
particles. We will see if it
should be best used for the
depot or the cargo hold.

Hard to hook robot at end
of match

-hook’s size isn't right
-Hook’s shape isn't right
-Lack of experienced
drivers

-We will test different
designs of hooks to see if it
makes latching more easy
on the driver
-We will have the drivers
get more practice with
latching over other
obstacles as the latching is
the highest point-value
mission.

Wheel falling off in middle
of match

-Time before matches was
tight
-Not checking screws
before matches
-Not following checklists

-We will have a more
organized system of
tournament roles at the
tournament so even if we
have back to-back
matches our time isn't too
tight and we can go
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through transitions
seamlessly.
-We will make more
detailed checklists for post
and pre match that we can
take with us to the queuing
area this can ensure we
are doing everything in our
power to make sure our
robot is running at its full
capacity and no big
problems (like wheels
falling off) occur.
- We will go over checklists
and print them out so they
are always on hand and
easy to follow. A lot of our
problems occured with our
checklists not being easily
accessible at the
tournament.

Lessons Learned
● We learned about the importance of scouting and strategy in regards to point
earning and gameplay
● We learned about the importance of troubleshooting our problems with our
robot
● We were able to see different designs applied at the tournament and see the
importance of sharing with other teams to get inspiration
● We learned the importance of practicing and reliability in our design
● We learned the importance of keeping organized checklists and tournament
routines

12/30/18
Goal- to recreate conditions at the tournament and to test our problem with the
lift not connecting during the matches
Stage- Test/Asses
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Today we focused most of our efforts upon practicing driving our robot. After our
Phoenix tournament we decided our main efforts should be based on getting more
experienced drivers, so our robot is more consistent in Teleop. We spent the time
during the meeting testing driving our robot and identifying some variables that might
cause some issues during tournament play. This testing led to us realizing we wanted
more control over the speed of our robot and thus we implemented a trigger to slow
down the speed of our wheels for more precision driving.
At the Phoenix Tournament, we found that a big detriment to our scoring was a
problem with the inconsistency of our lift. We would have matches where we would run
our autonomous match and the lift would not bring the robot down, our lift would then
persist in not operating causing our robot to not score throughout the entirety of the
match. We wanted to design some trials to test and try to recreate tournament
conditions so we could get down to the core of what our problem was and how we can
fix it.
Trial Number/Conditions

What happened

Trial One- Test autonomous code back to
back while not connected to the lander.

No error occurred with the lift the
tournament conditions were not
recreated.

If the lift malfunctions this will indicate that
the lift’s problems were based in the use
The lift was still able to function after
of the lift
these conditions were tested. This
indicated that our problem was not based
on the back-to-back running of the robot
as we originally figured based on the
main occurance of the problems being
after back-to-back autonomous runs.

Trial Two- Run autonomous code then
run teleop program and drive for the
match time of 2 minutes and 30 seconds
and then test the autonomous program
once again.

No error occured with the lift the
tournament conditions were not
recreated.
The lift was still able to function after
these conditions were tested. This is a
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If the lift malfunctions this will indicate the
problem that occured at the tournament
was based an error occuring between the
run times going from autonomous to the
driver controlled period.

relief as it indicates there are no
underlying software problems with a
problem occuring in the transition from
Auto-Driver Controlled-Auto.

Trial Three- Run the autonomous while
No error occured with the lift the
connected to the lander, transition into the conditions at the tournament were not
teleop program and then test the lift
recreated.
through the autonomous once again.
This lift was still able to function which
If The lift malfunctions during this test this indicates that the issue with the lift not
will indicate that the problem was based
working at the tournament was not
on the power of the lift and the ability to
caused because of the
pull from the lander.
Trial Four- After running the wheels for a
while and keeping the lift at rest we ran
the autonomous code once more
If the lift malfunctions we can conclude
there could be an overarching wiring
issue that occurs after use and the
incorporation of breaks in use in between

The lift did not work and the conditions in
the tournament were recreated.
We ran the autonomous program the lift
did not drop and then the wheels tried to
move as they do in the autonomous
program. This indicates that in the
program the robots believes that it have
dropped and continues on from there thus
implying that our main issue with the lift
is based on malfunctioning in the wire.

What we concluded was an overarching problem occuring in the wiring and its
connection to thaw motors. To make sure this doesn't keep on occurring we will need to
make sure we press down on the connection before each match. We will also continue
to test this problem and see if we can do anything to improve the connection and see if
any other changes can make the motor work more reliably.
After taking a closer look at the wiring we saw that the wire was faulty in it’s
manufacturing. We had the same types of wires on each of the motor and with a quick
test we saw that the wire we were using on the lift had a fault in its connections.
Lessons Learned
● We learned that wires are sometimes manufactured faulty and cannot carry out
their full function and get disconnected easily. When this happens, the program
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will run and not recognize the motors.
● We learned to look for faulty wires when troubleshooting problems on the
robot.
● We really learned the importance of troubleshooting.
● We learned the importance of testing while recreating tournament conditions

1/4/19
Goal: To clean up the robot and continue working on our intake device
Stage: Build, Rebuild
Today the the tasks on the robot were split in two: Revising our current robot, and
working on future implementations
Revisions
Forklift

At the last meeting we concluded a
serious malfunction in our forklift was due
to a wiring issue, while we worked to
replace the wire we also took a closer
look as to how the mechanical system
was interacting with the electronics. We
saw that the bottom of one of the metal
pieces was taken our Rev expansion hub.
Luckily fixing this would not hamper the
task of the forklift, so we cut the channel
with the hook in order to leave clearance
for the expansion hub.

Team Marker

At the Phoenix tournament we applied a
team marker system, however we
realized this system was in too close
contact with the battery to be safe. To fix
this problem , we reoriented the battery
and then remounted the team marker
system.
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Bottom of Robot

At the Phoenix tournament the abilities of
our robot was hampered in one of our
matches when a silver mineral got stuck
under the chassis of our robot. To fix this
we implemented a system to ensure no
particles get stuck under the robot. To
avoid a weighty robot our system was
made out of plastic lego pieces and
connected through the chassis with zip
ties.

Arm Intake System (Future Implementations)
System

Today we finished putting together our
linear slide arm system to collect
particles. The system strings through a
linear slide run through the use of a
motor. At proposed top there is a box for
intake that grabs silver minerals through
the friction of rubber bands. To further
implement the design we would put the
arm on a motor that could rotate the
system and place the particles into the
cargo hold.

Lessons Learned
● We had to cut a piece of metal in order for our forklift to not hit the expansion
hub, this taught us about the importance of keeping wires and electronics safe
in the design
● We put together a grabbing system on the linear slide, We learned how to put a
linear slide system together
● We learned how to protect the bottom of our robot so that no particles will fall
underneath
● We learned about distributing weight throughout arm mechanisms through the
distribution of our grabber on the arm.
1/5/19
Goal: To practice driving and mount the color sensor on our robot.
Stage: Build, Test/Asses
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Today we went through a lot of trial and error in order to mount our color sensor onto
our robot. We had to find a location to put our color sensor and a connected device to
wire safely while not destructing any of the current mechanisms on the robot. By the
end of the meeting we were able to place our color sensor near the front of the robot
amongst the chassis. Which helped provide more visibility to the minerals

Lessons Learned
● We learned about mounting sensors
● We learned about the importance of build-programming integration
1/6/19
Goal: To work on our arm system and test mechanisms on our robot
Stage:Build, Test/Asses
Today we worked on completing our arm mechanism on our robot. We wired up the
linear slide mechanism and attached it to a grabber box made with a lego perimeter to
be of a lower weight and rubber band grabbers to produce the friction needed in order
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to grasp the particles.

Lessons Learned
● We learned more about our linear slide system
● We learned about the effects of friction and weight on designs on our robot
1/19/19
Goal: To practice driving and assign potential driver roles along with adapting
our arm in order to implement onto the design of our robot.
Stage: Test/Asses, Rebuild
Today we worked on practicing driving with the conditions of the field we were able to
see the stress that our autonomous program causes our team marker system and how
that might impact the reliability of the system.
This meeting we also adapted the design of our arm mechanism we cleaned up the
string on our linear slide and allowed for the system to smooth smoothly to deliver the
particles during the match. We also attached the device to a system where a gear would
be able to run the linear slide system. While we still have to develop the placement of
the system and the controls for the system we now just have to mount the system onto
the robot.
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Lessons Learned
● We learned that while using plastic lego pieces on the mechanism lowers the
weight, with consistent force onto that mechanism, faults may occur due to lack
of strength in the system
● We learned more about the intricacies of the linear slide system and were able
to improve our system with help from the coaches of Die Krieger and Griffin
Robotics
● We were able to practice driving and learn more about specific commands
needed to operate robot quickly in field conditions
1/20/19
Goal: To complete the robot before the Albuquerque tournament
Stage: Build, Rebuild, Productionize
Today we worked through a lot of trial and error in order to get our robot at its final
productionized stage before our Albuquerque Qualifier. This meant work on the team
marker release system and The arm/ Intake system
Team Marker System
What was needed

What we did

After testing vigorously at our last
meet-the field day we determined their
was a strength issue in our current
design. While the design was solid, the
plastic lego structure couldn't take the
repeated force against the wall need to
drop the marker in the autonomous
period.
To fix this we determined we could do
one of two things

We made preparations to do two potential
fixes to the design of our marker.
1. Rebuilding the same marker
We knew our marker system worked,
regardless of the stress the system took.
With the limited time period left a back-up
plan for us was to build copies of our
same design, to be able to switch out at
tournament if we see any problems.
2. Building off of the previously
mentioned servo-string drop idea
Our team had come up with a solution
using a servo that dropped the marker off
of a string earlier on in the season. We
resorted to the use of the lego structure
because the structure was consistent and
mechanically sound and did not require
extensive software changes in the
autonomous. However we knew this idea
could be used if needed
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Final Solution
We will bring both of our possible solutions to the tournament and use what works
best. We know exactly how and where to mount the lego system so most likely we will
resort to such.
Arm/Intake System
What we did
At this meeting we were able to finalize our design and motorize it. Unfortunately we
were not able to mount the device at the meeting, but we were able to create a
mechanism that would enable it to do the tasks needed of it.
Towards the end of the meeting we were able to get our robot to an almost
productionized phase. Due to variables and hopes of tournaments some categories in
this description will be marked with (*) to indicate that we are unsure if that system will
be exactly as we describe it here at the tournament.
Robot’s Assemblies/ Sub-Assemblies

Chassis
● Our chassis featured a holonomic
drive train with wheels 40 wheels
at 90 degrees apart. The chassis
was an elegant design being small
and compact.
Lift
● Our lift was centered in the robot to
evenly distribute weight while the
robot is latches and while the robot
is being lifted. Our lift was a rack
and pinion design. To lift the
weight of our robot we needed a
high gear ratio, to solve this we
had a larger gear connected to the
lifting mechanism and a smaller
gear connected to the motor
Pusher
● Our pusher is a flat piece
connected to the front of our robot.
It is placed to not go over the size
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requirements while being able to
touch and ush the particles around
the playing field
Team Marker Release System
● *Our team marker system is a lego
mechanism built to push against
the wall and simultaneously
release the marker into the depot
● * (Alternatively if decide against at
the tournament) Our team marker
system is based around a servo
connected to a string releasing the
marker into the depot
*Arm/Intake System
● Our arm intake system is run by a
linear slide attached to a box with
rubber bands. This system is
meant to grasp balls and only balls
(self-sorting) and dumps the
particles into the cargo hold.
Missions we can complete

Robot’s capabilities

What we would update

●
●
●
●
●
●

Landing in Autonomous
Sampling
Claiming Team Marker
Scoring Particles in the depot
*Scoring Silver in cargo hold
Latching at end game

Our robot’s holonomic drivetrain makes it
very maneuverable around the field. This
is also aided by it’s small and compact
design. The drive train assists with lifting
the robot at the end and allowing the hook
to reach the lift.
Our robot can complete almost all of the
autonomous missions ensuring high
points and can consistently land and
latch.
1. Testing the arm system
2. Make marker release
stronger
3. Update coding in
autonomous to ensure more
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reliability
2/02/19
Goal: To edit our marker dispenser system to ensure the reliability
Stage: Build, Rebuild,
After our Albuquerque tournament we noticed some unfortunate turns in the reliability of
our team marker dispenser. We spent this meeting working with trial and error to try to
figure out a way to make our marker system the most reliable after every match. We
deduced that while the construction using legos as the materials would provide a
lightweight solution, the materials did not have the strength to sustain functionality after
consistent large amounts of force are placed against it.
While working on our marker system we also worked on integration with the code in the
different systems in autonomous. We wanted to test the different systems on our robot.
Unfortunately we found an error in one of our drivetrain motors. We wanted to test this
error to find the accused
Lessons Learned
● We learned about the importance of the materials used in building systems in
our robot and understanding how those materials work under forces exerted
against them.
● We learned about using design principles we already learned about in order to
create a more effective system.
● We learned about the importance of testing our mechanisms against
tournament conditions.
2/10/19
Goal: To implement a new marker system and work on a back up for our forklift
system
Stage: Build, Rebuild,
This meeting we implemented a new marker system and integrated with the
programmers to be able to code this mission in autonomous and throughout the teleop
rounds. The system has a tetrix rod places on a servo that rotates downwards. By
placing our marker with a string at the top of the rod the system effectively drops the
marker into the depot when the system lowers
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Claw Addition
After some look at the system we determined that we wanted to try to add a claw to give
our robot the possibility of getting minerals out of the crater. The claw was put together
by legos on a folding system . With the force of folding downwards the claw extend and
be able to grasp minerals out of the crater.
Lessons Learned
● We learned about the benefits of a simplistic design
● We learned about the benefits of systems with dual functionality
● We learned about integration of servos into our larger design.

2/17/19
Goal: To put the very last final touches on our robot to compete in the
Championship tournament.
Stage: Productionize,
Productionize
At this meeting we completed the last final product of our robot. Our robot was ready to
compete in the matches at the end of the meeting.
Robot’s Assemblies/ Sub-Assemblies

Chassis
● Our chassis featured a holonomic
drive train with wheels 40 wheels
at 90 degrees apart. The chassis
was an elegant design being small
and compact.
Lift
● Our lift was centered in the robot to
evenly distribute weight while the
robot is latches and while the robot
is being lifted. Our lift was a rack
and pinion design. To lift the
weight of our robot we needed a
high gear ratio, to solve this we
had a larger gear connected to the
lifting mechanism and a smaller
gear connected to the motor
Pusher
● Our pusher is a flat piece
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connected to the front of our robot.
It is placed to not go over the size
requirements while being able to
touch and ush the particles around
the playing field
Arm
● Our arm mechanism is designed
by a Tetrix rod piece on a servo
that tilts and scores the marker in
autonomous, partially parks in the
crater and grabs minerals from the
crater
Missions we can complete

●
●
●
●
●
●

Landing in Autonomous
Sampling Gold Particle
Claiming
Parking in Crater in autonomous
Scoring Particles in the depot
Latching at end game

Robot’s capabilities

Our robot’s holonomic drivetrain makes it
very maneuverable around the field. This
is also aided by it’s small and compact
design. The drive train assists with lifting
the robot at the end and allowing the hook
to reach the lift.
Our team’s farm system combines three
missions in one. We are able to place our
marker, score the parking bonus in
autonomous and be able to claw out
particles in the crater to give to our
alliance partners.

What we would update

1Add team marker dispense system
Add color sensor for sampling in
autonomous
Test different hooks to make lift
reliable.

Lessons Learned
● We learned how to integrate software and hardware
● We learned about the importance of communication when integrating the
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different systems on the robot.

2/19/19
Goal: To integrate different mechanisms we didn't previously have time to
integrate and try out some new designs
Stage:  Build, Test/Asses Rebuild Productionize,
At this meeting we unexpectedly very luckily had a snow day which allowed for some
members to come over to our meeting location and work for one last day before the
championship. Our goals were to finish up the final phases of the robot and clean up the
wiring as well as make a new system for going into the crater and manipulating particles
Clean-up
For the overall cleanup ob we focused on two major aspects of our robot.
1. The blocking pieces underneath
2. The wires
For the blocking pieces underneath we replaced a piece that had cracked with a piece
in better condition, we gathered the rest of the pieces in a bag that we will take to the
championship to avoid the repercussions of any future piece breaking
For the wires we continued our regular wiring routine by wrapping up the wires and
attaching them to secure mounting points on the base and underneath the robot.
Marker
Because we had altered the design of our marker dropper we would also have to alter
our marker. Since our marker is based around a christmas tree ornament the spherical
shape of the marker gives it the tendency to roll. Because of such tendency, the marker
would roll out of the depot during gameplay omitting us of the points from scoring the
marker.
To counteract this we first decided to add weights at the bottom of the marker. While we
solidified a design that eradicated the rolling, the weight would draw down on the arm
that released the marker making the system inoperable.
Finally, we decided to turn to newton's second law stating: every action has an equal
and opposite reaction
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To counteract the rolling we attached foam to the bottom of the marker to absorb the
energy as opposed to counteracting the motion with weight.
With testing and revision, this system was able to work consistently.
New Mechanisms
To get particles out of the crater our team had decided we wanted to manipulate our
current marker release system to create a mechanism that can grasp into the crater and
collect the minerals. We had decided upon two different systems that had possibilities of
working
System One: The Claw
Originally we had decided we wanted to create a hoe-like that could reach into the
crater and rake out the minerals.
Our system connected to the marker release arm and would unlatch over the arm
when the system deployed to reach into the crater.
Due to weight, area and size constraints this system was made out of legos

System Two: Twisty
Due to our snow day we decided to turn back to a design we had looked into at the
beginning of the season. This system consisted of two gears on a rod attached by
rubber bands spinning from a servo/ a motor to collect particles.
We were able to implement the twisting mechanism onto the already arm without
risking the effectiveness of the marker system.
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Lessons Learned
● We learned the importance of implementing new systems and learning new
engineering concepts
● We learned about integrating power tools into our building system
12/15/18
Goal: To Fix the current systems on our robot and ensure the greatest
functionality of the mechanisms on our robot
Stage- Test/Asses and Rebuild
Intake System/ Team Marker System
Today we worked with a lot of trial and error with our intake system. While the system
ultimately ran we had troubles getting t to work at and fulfill the tasks it need to
complete. We were operating with a system that levered an arm with a servo and than
rotated as a servo. However the gears on the intake system were too big and heavy to
rotate from just the power on the servo. Because of this issue we decided to take off the
intake mechanism and replace it with the basic bar that just dropped the servo. While
we would no longer be able to intake any particles we were able to restore the integrity
of our marker drop.
Team Marker
We created more team markers in the situation that our marker would break during the
tournament.
Lessons Learned
● We learned that servos do not have the power to operate larger heavier
systems, but work reliably in light weight systems
● We learned the importance of scoring integrity and prioritizing proof of scoring
systems over less-reliable systems
12/15/18
Goal: To finish our 2019 robot!
Stage- Productionize
Robot’s Assemblies/ Sub-Assemblies

Chassis
● Our chassis featured a holonomic
drive train with wheels 40 wheels
at 90 degrees apart. The chassis
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was an elegant design being small
and compact.
Lift
● Our lift was centered in the robot to
evenly distribute weight while the
robot is latches and while the robot
is being lifted. Our lift was a rack
and pinion design. To lift the
weight of our robot we needed a
high gear ratio, to solve this we
had a larger gear connected to the
lifting mechanism and a smaller
gear connected to the motor
Pusher
● Our pusher is a flat piece
connected to the front of our robot.
It is placed to not go over the size
requirements while being able to
touch and ush the particles around
the playing field
Arm
● Our arm mechanism is designed
by a Tetrix rod piece on a servo
that tilts and scores the marker in
autonomous, partially parks in the
crater and grabs minerals from the
crater
Missions we can complete

Robot’s capabilities

●
●
●
●
●
●

Landing in Autonomous
Sampling Gold Particle
Claiming
Parking in Crater in autonomous
Scoring Particles in the depot
Latching at end game

Our robot’s holonomic drivetrain makes it
very maneuverable around the field. This
is also aided by it’s small and compact
design. The drive train assists with lifting
the robot at the end and allowing the hook
to reach the lift.
Our team’s farm system combines three
missions in one. We are able to place our
marker, score the parking bonus in
autonomous and
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What we would update

Test different hooks to make lift
reliable.
Add intake system and arm to
reach into crater and cargo hold

Lessons learned
●
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Robot Design Summary
This section will be an overall summary of the design on our robot and the different
parts that put the robot together.
Yellow highlight indicates not on competition robot

Chassis- Our robot has a holonomic omni directional

drive train. This was decided in order for our robot to be
manuevareable throughout the game and be easy to
latch during the latching mission.

What it does (function)- the chassis drives the robot.

The holonomic design allows for the robot to move in all
directions as well as rotate independently

Why we chose it- We chose this design because it allows us to give the robot the most
maneuverability throughout the match. After analyzing the point values we determined
that our biggest priority should be the landing and lifting mission. This mission is all
about timing and maneuverability. In previous years using primarily two-wheel drives
with omni turning wheels we have determined position is a huge factor in game play.
While the holonomic drive train is not perfect it gives the drivers a degree of freedom
and more control over the positioning of the robot.

How it works- The omni-directional drive system works through setting up four motors

at ninety degree angles throughout the chassis of the robot. The chassis is designed as
a perfect square with each motor an equal 90 degree distance from the chassis. The
wheels parallel of each other help the robot go in singular directions like front/back and
left/and right. Because of the setup of the motors in the design we can also go in
diagonal directions through moving the different parallelled wheels in different
directions.

Strengths

Weaknesses

-makes it easier for programmers to
program the autonomous once the robot
has landed off the lander
-the robot is set up to go in any direction
making it more maneuverable
-simple to go forward/backwards and
left/right

-more difficult for drivers to learn how to
control it
-can’t get over crater
-we don't have as much space on half of
the robot because it will be under the
lander when we pick it up.
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Lift- To lift our robot we have a rack and pinion lift in the center of our robot. This lift is
held together using a larger gear on the lift and a significantly smaller gear on the
motor. This gear ratio allows to lift the heavier robot.

What it does- Our lift is used to lower the robot from the cargo hold at the beginning of
the autonomous and to connect onto the lander and raise up at the during the end
game.

Why we chose it- We chose our design for the lift because it was consistent, reliable

and simple to build. By making our lift system simple troubleshooting problems that
occur with our lift during matches can be quite simple and only a few situations would
cause such issues.

How it works- Our lift system works by a rack and pinion lift connected in the middle of

the base chassis of our robot. The system is run by a motor connected to gears making
the lift move upwards or downwards. The motors allows for the smaller gear attached to
the motor to run around the larger gear creating a high enough gear ratio to lift the
weight of our robot .

Strengths

Weaknesses

-in the middle of our perfect square
chassis we center the forklift so it is
easier to lift the robot and to lower the
robot to the ground.
-sturdy and can lift robot consistently
- Latching does minimal/no damage to the
base of the robot and is safe for wheels
-System errors are easy to troubleshoot
based on one motor.

- Latching process is based on drivers
control of the robot
-Has had problems with connections
- Latching based on hook, meaning we
have to have a reliable hook design for
our latching mechanism (lift) to even
work.

Team Marker- Our team marker system is based around a Christmas ornament,
paper number, wooden base and a string loop. There is also a pushing drop system.
This allows for our marker to be pushed off and consistently land in the depot.

What it does- It deposits our Marker into the depot of our alliance color. It increases the
chance of our depot being entirely claimed by 50%.
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Why we chose it- The design of the marker is lightweight and is the minimal size. It also
is resilient to breaking. The dropping system is compact, efficient and depends on just
the wall of the field, not moters or servos.

How it works- We have a system with 3 gears that are activated when a grooved post
is pushed by the field wall, sending the gears in action and drawing another post with
the marker hanging on it backwards. There are walls on both sides of the post, so when
the post is pulled in, the loop of the marker is pushed of the post and onto the ground.

Strengths

Weaknesses

-Marker is lightweight
-Dropping mechanism is compact
-Dropping mechanism doesn't require a
servo or motor
-Dropping mechanism is reliable.
-Marker will not knock out minerals or be
knocked out by minerals.
-Marker has glitter on it.
-Dropping mechanism does not require
computer troubleshooting if something
goes wrong.
-Dropping mechanism is easy to take
apart and reassemble.

-Must be programmed autonomously for
dropping mechanism to activate.
-If system fails, our robot could get a
penalty for detaching somthing during
driver controlled or end game.
- pieces have a low chance of breaking
off the marker. (sequins)
-Marker has poor shock absorption.

Particles Mover One-our particle moving system is mostly based on pushing
particles in our depot. We have started coming up with solutions to put our particles into
the cargo hold.

What it does- Push particles around the field into our alliances depot
Why we chose it- This device was a simple solution that allowed us to score points

throughout the match. It is small and doesn't disrupt the weight on the robot and with
dual use of the pushing platform and the edges of the device pushing minerals becomes
quite simple.

How it works- The device works simply by pushing particles from a platform
Strengths

Weaknesses

-simple

-cannot reach into crater
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-effective
-nondisruptive
-lightweight

-cannot move into cargo hold
-needs driver practice to be effective

Particles Intake Arm - our intake arm is a linear slide system moved by gears on
a pivoting surface. This arm is connected to a box intake with rubber bands for the
friction to pick up balls and self sort out the particles

What it does- The system pivots to reach into the crater while the linear slide is run by a
motor attached to run the string. Then picks up silver particles and pivots to dump them
into the cargo hold

Why we chose it- Our team determined a linear slide arm would be effective and a nice
challenge for our team to make. After reviewing several designs a blocked rubber band
pick up mechanism helped to collect the silver minerals effectively and sort them out
from the gold.

How it works- Arm pivots downwards and is extended through the linear slide system
and then pivots upwards to be driven towards the cargo hold to release the minerals

Strengths

Weaknesses

-self sorting
-can reach into crater without putting
wheel base into the crater
-can reach cargo hold
-elegant system

-heavy
-hard to fit onto base of robot

Marker Release System- Our marker system is a tetrix rod on a servo that
bends down to place the marker.

What it does- The system pivots downwards from the servo to drop the marker
Why we chose it- Our team decided to chose this system because it was a reliable
marker release system.

How it works- Pivots downwards and system folds over. Releasing the marker due to a
loose

connection and the downwards motion with gravity.

Strengths

Weaknesses

-can reach into crater without putting base
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of robot in the crater
- lightweight
-reliable marker release
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Software Development Cycle Overview
Software Development Cycle

Much like in building our robot the process of developing code requires
multiple different steps. We based our ‘software development cycle’ off of a
diagram from Husson University. Since our team is in the process of
rebuilding and training new skills we incorporated an extra (and extremely
important step) of learning. We recognize that coding is an abstract
process and requires a lot of time spent learning about code-generated
software before the major coding comes in. Our team recognizes that the
process of developing code ca in many ways be more fluid than the design
process due to the nature of computer programming. Because of this the
best model of our process was a cyclical one. Our team also notices the
parallels between stages in our design process and stages in our software
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development cycle, because of which we made our color-coding quite
similar.
1. Learning- we learned a lot this year and learning was an integral part
of our code development process. This year we started learning
about: sensors, Vuforia (vision-related software), and Java- which is a
lot of new information. The process of leaning these new concepts
will help us implement different controls onto our robot as well as gain
new skills to implement rather quickly in the following seasons.
2. Planning and Analysis - the planning and analysis stage in our
development incorporated taking into consideration the game
elements, the abilities of our robots and the overall challenge and
incorporating such elements into our overall code strategy.
3. Design- the design stage in our development included our
programmers taking the discussed strategies along with the new
skills they learned and planning out how the code needs to work. This
was demonstrated in our pseudo code development.
4. Implementation- The implementation stage of our development is
where the code gets actually written. Due to the amount of learning
our team did this season this stage starts early to get our
programmers a sense of hands-on development. This stage
continues throughout the entirety of our season and our development.
5. Testing and Integration - The testing and integration stage refers to
when we test the code we have written on the robot- whether it is in
basic driving or in testing the autonomous functions our robot can
carry out.
6. Maintenance- The maintenance stage refers to two fundamental
process that occur during our software development. The first being
editing the written code to make it more functional and efficient and
the second being backing up the code and coming up with a working
backup plan to make sure all of our written code stays safe.
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Software Development Log
This log will go over where our software is at each meeting ans how the progression
and development over time
8/19/18
Goal- t o research coding on blocks and On Both Java and figure out how to start
coding
Stage- Learning and Plan/Analyze
Today we started learning the basics of the software we will be using to program this
year. This season we have two programmers 1 veteran and 1 rookie. For our code this
year we decided we wanted to use a combination of the Blocks programming and Onbot
Java. The blocks programming is nice because it is simple, easy to learn and easy to
implement code onto. This season we know we want to incorporate more complex
features into the design of our code so it will be beneficial to be coding in a language
that is more easy to understand. We want to learn On Bot Java because we are growing
as a team and want to be able to provide unique experiences as a program (such as
learning a professional coding language). In using both the blocks software and the
onbot java, we can also get adjusted to a more structured design process and begin
using the blocks as our ‘prototyping’ software and Java as or final software.
Lessons Learned
● We learned Blocks is easier than Java to prototype code in.
● Learning Java will take longer to be proficient.
● Our plan is to code in Blocks to prototype and will try to transfer to OnBot Java
later..
8/26/18
Goal-p
 ut together a software plan and started working on Java programming.
Stage- Learning, Designing and Maintenance
Today we started working on the mintence of our code by creating a software plan. This
plan will help ensure that all of our code is backed-up and all of our progress is saved.
Along with such, we started working on developing actual code using the Java software.
Learning these basics will help later in the season once we start developing our actual
code.
Lessons Learned
● We worked on our plan so that all our progress will be saved at the end of each
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meeting.

9/08/18
Goal- to learn more from other teams about software and code development and
begin brainstorming what we want our software to do.
Stage- Learning and Plan/Analyze
Today was the kickoff which was especially important for our programmers. At the
Albuquerque kickoff our programmers were able to attend a presentation about
developing Java code. The Kickoff was also a great opportunity to begin including
strategy into our code-designing process. As our team started brainstorming different
design elements we ant to implement, we also started thinking about what
coding/control elements we could implement into our robot this year.
Lessons Learned
● We learned what would be allowed in matches while attending the Kickoff.
● We learned more about using Java in our code.
● We began brainstorming possible ways our code could be structured.
9/16/18
Goal-Brainstormed design with team and thought about integration of auto code
Stage- Plan/Analyze
Today was a BIG brainstorming session with the robot design. We wanted the whole
team to be involved in this session as it would be the primary basis for our strategy this
season. At this session our programmers did not get any time to work on the code but
instead got to input their ideas on the different strategic aspects we will put in our design
and where we will put focus on our code in autonomous.
At this session we also discussed the possibility of our robot having a holonomic drive
train. This would require considerable amounts of research from the programmers to
make the drivetrain work however could be instrumental in our maneuverability around
the field.
We discussed different sensors we may need to use on our robot to ensure reliability.
Since there is a mission where we have to move a particle of a certain color
autonomously we know to complete this we will need some sort of vision or the use of a
color sensor.
Lessons Learned
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● We Brainstormed possible solutions for some of the challenges posed by this
years mission.
9/23/18
Goal- to learn about blocks programming and what goes into making the different
motors move on the robot as well as begin working on elements of our code we
will need
Stage - Learning, Plan/Analyze, and Design
Software- reviewed Blocks software
Today we started writing code and reviewing the basics of blocks programming. To run
the robot at all we needed to get a good sense of what is needed to run the motors.
Today took a lot of testing on our testbed of the different controls needed to have the
different motors run but at the end of the meeting we had finished code for running the
motors on the robot.
Lessons Learned
● We reviewed the basics of Blocks programing and what is needed for it to work
properly.
● We developed code for running motors.
9/30/18
Goal-to start learning code for implementing different sensors into our missions
Stage- Learning, Design
Our team discussed earlier that we would want to implement the use of different
sensors into our design, while the most effective for us to use would be color sensors
the most accessible were touch sensors that could also be important in the process of
coding our robot. We put a lot of research into learning the code behind the touch
sensor and what it took to make the sensor work.
Learning to code touch sensors was a great learning experience and also provided us
with useful sample code we might want to implement in the future.
Lessons Learned
● We Learned more about touch sensors and how they work.

10/07/18
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Goal- To write and test the code we need for the lift on our robot
Stage- Design, Implement, and Test/Integrate
The quintessential part of our design this year is the lift to our robot- this element gives
us the most points out of any of the other elements throughout the game. Today we
started working on the coding for the lift.
Because of our design last year, we luckily already had sample code for a forklift like
our own however we had to change the code to make it work for our robot’s current
state.
Our previous code was based on lifting a rack and pinion forklift up to a certain height to
place glyphs into columns. Our lift had a different purpose this year in being used to
come down from the lander and to latch back up.
To come down from the lander in the already hooked position we needed to have the
program make the lift move up. Since the robot is latched onto the lander this makes the
actual chassis of our robot lower to the ground.
To latch back up we needed to hook onto the lander and then use our code to lower the
lift.
Lessons Learned
● We wrote code for lifting the robot.
● We learned about what was necessary for the Lift to move on demand.
10/14/18
Goal- To learn and understand coding a holonomic drive and begin writing
software for such.
Stage- Learning, Design, Implement
Our team decided they wanted to make the drivetrain of our robot based on an
omnidirectional holonomic drive. Such task became the main goal for our programmers
at this meeting. This is the first season our team has attempted a holonomic drive- so
the learning process is offering us a few challenges. The programming challenges arise
in both autonomous and teleop.
For teleop/ driver control the holonomic drive train becomes quite tricky as it deals with
multiple wheels with the ability to move all directions. Previously our drive trains had
only had the simple functions of forward/back/turning. Such systems made the controls
easier and more intuitive.
With a holonomic drivetrain the directions are mostly based on different axises, meaning
we use the joysticks functions going in all directions
Lessons Learned
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● We switched our Drivetrain system to a holonomic system.
● We created a program to handle algorithms needed for our new drivetrain
system to work.

10/21/18
Goal- To start programming sensors to integrate into our code
Stage- Learning, Design, and Implement
Earlier in the season our team identified that to be successful in some of the missions
we would need to employ the usage of sensors. Today we started working on learning
more about the usage of sensors and writing sample code that we can later integrate
into the overall coding for our robot.
Lessons Learned
● We learned about coding sensors
● We learned about the importance of the process of writing sample code
10/28/18
Goal- To use the functions we learned earlier in programming the holonomic to
begin working on autonomous coding for our robot.
Stage- Learning,Design, and Implement
Today was a big day, as we started working on the autonomous program. Before we
started writing the complete one we had to learn how to manipulate the holonomic drive
in autonomous. We spent some of the time during the meeting working on this task and
creating sample code that we might use while we are writing and implementing the
actual autonomous code.
Our team also identified that the usage of a servo might be necessary in numerous
different potential parts of our robot. To refresh on th coding of this we went over what
we already knew about programming servos and then wrote the servo coding into an
onbot java program. While there are no servos being used on our robot yet we
discussed such being used on a linear slide mechanism or a dropper for our team
marker.
Lessons Learned
● We learned more about programming the autonomous drive
● We learned about the differences between teleop and autonomous
programming
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● We communicated with the build team to learned about future applications in
our designs
11/04/18
Goal- To learn vision related software to identify particles in autonomous
Stage- Learning, Design
An important mission we identified earlier with our assessment of the strategy was the
code used to ‘sample’ the particles in autonomous. Our solutions to this would be to
either use a color sensor to identify the right particle or use vuforia software to orient our
robot on the field and then complete the sampling mission.
We spent this meeting working on learning the most common vision-related software
vuforia. This took a lot of meeting time but we eventually ended with a better
understanding of the software. We learned how we could potentially use the software to
orient ourselves around the field and now have the resources to potentially implement
the software if it is needed.
Lessons Learned
● We learned about the Vuforia program
● We learned about vision-related softwares
● We learned about incorporating different softwares into our design

11/11/18
Goal- To plan out our autonomous coding and all the tasks that need to be
accomplished
Stage- Plan/Analyze, and Design
Today we started drilling down hard on our strategy for autonomous. Which required
analysis of the different field positions we could be in at the start of any given game. We
outlined potential solutions for our autonomous considering the different positions. We
assessed that different missions might not be plausible given certain scenarios. We
created different pseudocode situations for the different scenario
Planning out the different tasks we needed to complete in autonomous also provided a
better sense of system management and helped make our coding process more goal
oriented. We know that certain tasks have more priority over others and should be
completed first before going onto the next steps.
Lessons Learned
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● We learned how to plan and pseudocode situations in our code.
● We learned the importance of planning in our software design process.
● We learned about the importance of strategizing and system management

11/18/18
Goal- To clean up our coding for the holonomic drive
Stage- Implement and Maintenance
After doing some testing of our code we realized there were certain areas in our
holonomic code that were a bit faulty. To undo this we backtracked in our work and
researched the process of coding. This helped us also get a better understanding of the
holonomic drive system and what was needed to control it.
Lessons Learned
● We got to understand the coding process more deeply
● We learned about the importance of checking our work
● We learned about the different functions of the holonomic drive
11/24/18
Goal- To test our robot’s teleop code and to code our robots autonomous
Stage-Implement, Test/Integrate and Maintenance
Today was an important day- as it was a Meet the field day and it gave us a chance to
test the robot’s code. Our main goal was to test the coding on the different elements of
our design the drivetrain being one and the lift being the other. By testing both elements
we were given a better idea on the quality of our coding for each element and started
working on cleaning up some of the code. Today we also started taking on the task of
our autonomous programming. This task was quite daunting, but having the field there
helped give us a head start.
With our priorities in our missions layed out we also got a sense of where we need to
focus our efforts in the next coming weeks before the tournament. Since our strategy is
mainly based off of the landing and latching mission we knew we needed to get our
autonomous done and figure out so we could get the initial points for landing.
Lessons Learned
● We saw the importance of testing the code on our programs
● We got to see how the different elements of our robot work together on the field
with the code we wrote
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● We got to see more field specifics so we could more effectively test our
autonomous codings
11/25/18
Goal-To write the autonomous program
Stage- Implement
After testing our code yesterday, we began working harder and harder on ensuring we
would have a finished autonomous code by the qualifier. By the end of our meeting
today we had completed code the lowered our robot from the landing mechanism and
then proceeded to completely unlatch from the lander. This program would give us the
30 points for landing our robot. We, however were unable to test this code.
To ensure our code is successful and reliable we need to test our program now before
adding the additional tasks in the autonomous
Lessons Learned
● We learned how to program our lift mechanism in autonomous
● We were able to see the importance of using our meet-the-field days (like our
last meeting) to our advantage in testing and learning more about the code
12/01/18
Goal- to continue writing the autonomous program
Stage- Implement
To continue on the work from the previous meeting we continued working mostly on the
development of our autonomous code. This code requires the implementation of our
knowledge of the lift and our knowledge of the holonomic drive system. We needed to
make sure the landing was safe so that the robot was it damaged at all from a fall, but
also quick enough so that we could continue to do the rest of the tasks in the
autonomous. We then needed to unlatch by moving out of the lift at a sideways direcion.
This move is also tricky due to the proximity to the lander we needed to move out
enough so our robot completely unlatched but not so much so that we could end up
hitting the landing and damaging the game materials
Lessons Learned
● We worked on writing our autonomous program so that it is reliable.
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12/07/18
Goal- To make finishing touches on the robot’s autonomous coding and make the
different variations for the autonomous program
Stage- Implement, Maintenance
Today we started making the finishing touches to the autonomous our robot already had
as well as starting to develop the next step. We eventually want our robot to be able to
complete both the sampling and the claiming of the depot. However we needed to take
our programming process one step at a time. We decided to best way to continue our
code would to create a program that lower and then moves the center particle. This
does not ensure we get all of the points for sampling however it gives our robt a ⅓
possibility of making the points. With this mission in mind we are able to focus our time
primarily on testing rather than continuation of programming while keeping our goal of
completing both of these missions in their entirety before the end of our season.
Lessons Learned
● We made the finishing touches to our autonomous program.
12/08/18
Goal- To test the robot’s autonomous code and cleanup the code in general to be
ready for competition
Stage- Implement, Test/Integrate, Maintenance
Today we worked on cleaning up our code before we go to our first tournament. We
also tested our autonomous to ensure its reliable and started driving our robot. Because
we don't have a field at our own practice space, we know we have to spend a majority
of our time at the friday and saturday morning of our tournament practicing, and making
final touches on our autonomous. Because Of this we made sure our robot would be
completely prepared in its programs otherwise so that this wouldn't be a big deal.
Lessons Learned
● We finished our autonomous program as much as we could before the
tournament the following morning.
● We practiced driving a lot.
12/21/18
Goal- To incorporate use of color sensor into our autonomous code
Stage- Implement, Test/ Integrate
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Today we worked on incorporating the use of the color sensor into our autonomous
program. After a successful performance at the Phoenix tournament we concluded our
main priorities would be practicing driving and to improve our autonomous program. At
the tournament we were able to implement a system to deliver the team marker. Our
next step was to be able to identify the gold particle and create a reliable autonomous
sampling mission.By the end of the meeting the robot was able to detect the gold
particle and move as that particle was detected.
Lessons Learned
● We participated in the tournament , and learned more about strategy vital to
successful performance., and the importance of good wires and checking
connections.
● We also made progress with our marker system, and identifying the gold
mineral.
12/30/18
Goal-To troubleshoot problems that occured at the last tournament and improve
our driving skills.
Stage- Implement, Test/Integrate
Today we worked on troubleshooting problems that occured at our last tournament and
practicing driving. While working on such we determined our driving would be more
effective on the field if we put in a speed control. So we put in an extra control to be able
to make the robot run at half speed while it is performing more precision work
Lessons Learned
● We learned the importance of troubleshooting issues after a tournament
● We learned how faulty wires impact the functionality of code
● We learned how to put speed controls into our code and how speed controls in
coding can positively affect our driving consistency and performance
1/04/19
Goal- To document control systems and software in the engineering notebook
Stage- Test/Integrate, Maintenance
Today we worked on documenting the control systems through the control award sheet
and making small fixes to our code. We were able to get a different view of how the
different systems on our robot worked
Lessons Learned
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● We learned how to explain the different control systems on our robot
● We got a deeper view on the different components that make up our robots
functionality
1/05/19
Goal- To mount the color sensor and integrate the color sensor into our
autonomous coding
Stage- Implement, Test/Integrate
Today we worked on mounting the color sensor in a place that would be able to sense
the gold mineral from the distance needed in our autonomous mission. We were also
able to test the color sensor and the color sensor code. We adapted the code so that
the recognition was based on proportion to red-green-blue in order to sense the gold
particle.
Lessons Learned
● We learned the importance of integration of sensors into the overall design of
our robot
● We learned that basing color sensors on proportions of RGB makes the
sensors work more reliably than trying to just sense the color

1/06/19
Goal- To integrate the color sensor into our program
Stage-Test/Integrate
Today we worked on integrating the color sensor into our program completely and
testing what was needed in order for the robot to be able to sense the right particle in
the autonomous period of our matches
Lessons Learned
● We learned to integrate the recognition of the gold particle into our autonomous
coding
● We learned about the importance of testing code in our software development
process
1/19/19
Goal- To solidify our autonomous programs
Stage- Test/Integrate, Maintenance
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Today we tested the autonomous mission in whole on the field at NexGen. We were
able to see where there was variability in the programs functionality based on the
position. We edited the code so that we were able to sense where the gold particle was
at whatever position and be able to drive turn and then place our team marker into our
depot
Lessons Learned
● We learned that while the use of color sensors gives our robot more
autonomous control, there still needs to be extra controls put in place to ensure
the reliability of our autonomous
● We learned about the variability that occurs in tournament conditions
1/20/19
Goal- To add the use of sensors into our autonomous mission
Stage- Implement, Test/Integrate,
This meeting we worked on solidifying our ideas and integrating the use of sensors into
our autonomous mission. We worked tirelessly in combining the use of the two meter
distance sensor and the color sensor to integrate into our autonomous. We even tested
a tenser flow system that would be able to sense all particles and then identify the gold
particle to drive through.
While we worked tirelessly unfortunately we could not get the consistency we wanted in
the integrations to feel confident about using this at the Albuquerque tournament,
because of this we decided for Albuquerque we would want to revert to our basic
autonomous and place marker into depot to ensure we would score in autonomous.
Lessons Learned
● We learned about the integration of the different sensors
● We learned about the consistency of integration of different sensors

2/03/19
Goal- To improve the consistency of our autonomous mission
Stage- Implement, Test/Integrate,
This meeting we worked on editing our encoder implementation into the software to be
made more reliable. We couldn't directly edit the code however we were able to figure
out some of the match we would need to make a consistent autonomous for each
particle situation.
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Lessons Learned
● We learned about the importance encoders have to the consistency of our
autonomous missions
● We learned about calculations needed to ensure the reliability of our
autonomous mission
● We were able to see how mathematic calculations can be used to assist our
robot’s programming reliability.
2/09/19
Goal- To improve the consistency of our autonomous mission
Stage- Implement, Test/Integrate,
At this meeting we worked on the specific vector addition needed for our design in the
autonomous and worked on integrating the use of the tick system into the encoders of
our autonomous code. Overall this made our autonomous more consistent while
After the new servo system was implemented on the robot we were able to write the
code to put the servo system into our autonomous and teleop.
Lessons Learned
● We learned about the integration of vector addition into the coding of a
holonomic drive
● We learned about the application of servo programming
● We learned about the importance of integration with the builders.n
2/09/19
Goal- To test and improve our autonomous code and code for the new systems
Stage- Test/Integrate,
Today we wanted to get the final touches done on our autonomous code. We were able
to convert the rest of the second duration into encoder ticks to ensure the reliability.
After we had completed our touches on the autonomous code, we worked on integrating
the twising system into our teleop coding and setting the limits for the encoders in the
program.
Lessons Learned
● We learned about the difference of servo programming
● We learned about the importance of integration with the mechanical team.
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Control Summary
Control Components Overview
Control Component 1- Holonomic Drive System
What it is/What it does

Holonomic drive system is a drivetrain that
allows the robot to move in any direction
without having to turn the robot. It is set up on
a grid with forward/backward as the y-axis
and left/right as the x-axis. It can go
diagonally in any direction and turn in a circle
if needed.

When it is used

It is used from the point the robot detaches
from the lander during autonomous until it is
reattached to the lander in the end game.

How it enhances functionality

It allows the robot to travel faster around the
field and is easier to hook the robot onto the
lander.

Control Component 2- Color Sensor
What it is/What it does

A color sensor that detects color of
surrounding areas.

When it is used

It is used during autonomous for the sampling
mission.

How it enhances functionality

It enables a robot to see an objects color, so
in autonomous, it lets a robot see the color of
the mineral it’s heading for, without the eyes
of a driver.

Control Component 3- Distance Sensor
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What it is/What it does

The distance sensor measures distance from
particular objects and sends feedback to the
phone. The distance sensor works through
comparative measurements of laser light

When it is used

It is used during autonomous for the sampling
mission with the use of the color sensor

How it enhances functionality

The distance sensor allows for the use of the
color sensor in autonomous to be more
accurate and work more consistently. We use
this sensor to sense the gold particle in the
autonomous mission and be able to
approximate when the robot has to move.

Control Component 3- Use of Encoders
What it is/What it does

An encoder is a way to make the rotations of
a motor more exact. The encoders measure
ticks around the 360 degree motor rotation.

When it is used

Encoders are used both to stabilize our robot
and to make the autonomous measurements
of movements more precise and reliable
despite battery power or other factors.

How it enhances functionality

It forces the mother's to all use the same
power, preventing any unwanted turning or
steering errors of the robot.

Control Component 4- Gearing of Forklift
What it is/What it does

Our gears are placed on our robot so that a
small gear drives the motor against the large
motor driving the lift. This creates a high gear
ratio that can support the weight of our robot
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by faster rotations driving the gearing on the
motors.
When it is used

The gearing on the forklift is used in the
autonomous period and the endgame period.
In the autonomous period the gearing is used
to extend the lift to drive our robot to land. In
the endgame period the gearing is used to
lower the lift and hang the weight of our robot
from the lander platform.

How it enhances functionality

By using the right gear ratio our robot is able
to consistently land and lift and the
beginnings and ends of each match.
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Controller Diagrams
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Autonomous Diagrams
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Holonomic Drive System
Our team decided to change our drive system from a 4-wheel tank drive system to a
4-wheel Holonomic drive system in early October. Some advantages we gained from
this include the ability to move in any direction, and overall more control of the robot. A
disadvantage of this decision is it is more difficult to program during autonomous. We
used Omni-wheels as our driving wheels.
A holonomic drive system works by moving two of the four wheels at the same time for
forward, backward, and side to side movement. Each of the four sides or corners of the
robot has one wheel. On our robot, the wheels
are placed on the sides. Our motors were named
clockwise starting from the front (m1, m2, m3,
m4). When the robot moves in diagonal
directions, all 4 motors are moving. See the
Control Diagrams under the Control Summary
section to see how the wheels move when
moving the robot in the diagonal directions. We
also decided to incorporate a system which
enables us to spin clockwise or counterclockwise
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Game Strategy
Point Analysis
Achievement

Points

Where In
Match

Difficulty

What we’ll
have to learn

Landing

30

Auto

Very

Release from
lander handle
Detach from
handle
Robot
Landing
Straight
In Autonomous

Claiming

15

Auto

Mildly

Placing Item
down in
Autonomous

Parking

10

Auto

Moderately

Parking Robot
in Elevated
Area in
Autonomous

Sampling

25

Auto

Very

Being able to
read field
(Visualization/v
uforia) and
consistently
detect right
particle
Move a particle
in Autonomous

Latching

50

End

Very

Being able to
center robot
very precisely
Being able to
find correct
latching
location
Being able to
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pull weight of
robot up
Being able to
keep robot up
Being able to
complete all in
Landing
Robot in Crater 15/25

End

Moderately

Being able to
run robots
wheels over
elevated
surface

Mineral in
Depot

2 each

All

Mildly

Being able to
pick up mineral
from within
creator
Being able to
place mineral
in area

Mineral in
Correct Cargo
Hold

5 each

All

Moderately/Ver Being able to
y
collect
minerals from
crater
Being able to
sort out
specific craters
Being able to
identify correct
holds in field
Being able to
lift particles to
height to place
them into hold
Speed+Efficien
cy
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Strategy Overview
This year we determined our priorities for our robot and then designed our
robot around being able to complete the most high-point achieving
missions first.

Initial Priority (Developed during kickoff meeting)
1. Landing/Latching
2. Scoring Particles (in Cargo Hold)
3. Parking in Crater
While looking at the different difficulties and point values of the different missions we
decided our robots main design goal should be to to land and latch and thus created the
mechanism for landing and latching as our greatest priority

Revised Strategy/Priorities (After watching matches)
1. Landing/Latching
2. Scoring All Autonomous Missions (minus Parking)
3. Scoring Particles (in Cargo Hold or Depot)
Our revised provides two main changes to our initial strategy
Change #1. Autonomous missions have more priority than scoring particles
Why was this change made
1. We had not initially factored in autonomous scoring in our overall
strategy. We came to realize autonomous scoring was essential to
success and high scoring missions.
a. The autonomous missions claiming and sampling earn 15 and 25
points respectively. Combining these points with those earned in
unlatching (our number one priority) an successful autonomous
mission would earn us 70 points
b. Each particle scored in the cargo hold (harder to reach than the
depot) would only be 5 points in Teleop. To score the same
amount of points with the particles we would have to have our
robot go to the crater, collect two same minerals, drive to the
cargo hold and dump the particles in the corresponding area.
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2. With the point value in mind we still plan to include scoring minerals in
our strategy however we plan to put more of our focus into scoring consistently high in
autonomous.

Change #2. We decided we would no longer plan to include parking in the crater
in our game strategy
Why this change was made
1. We decided to use a holonomic drive system on our robot which makes
parking very difficult
a. This decision was based on the point value of the latching mission at 50
points being the biggest valued mission
b. We examined the latching process would work most efficiently with a
highly maneuverable drive train. The drive trains that would allow
access to the crater did not offer the same amount of maneuverability
which in turn would risk scoring points on the latching
2. We decided getting stuck in the crater for the entirety of the match would be a
possibility in including this ability on our robot and would be too great of a risk
to our game play
a. The first opportunity to score points with parking would be in
autonomous, in a hypothetical situation where our robot scored all the
other points in autonomous we would then score 80 points in
autonomous which would be more than our initial plan. However if our
robot got stuck we would lose the ability to move for the entire match
and not score anymore till the extra parking bonus at the end of 25
points.
b. If all our robot did was the autonomous and latching we would score 120
points (without taking into account other team on alliance) compared to
a robot that got stuck in the crater that would score 105 points.
c. Even if we didn't get stuck in autonomous the parking in auto is only a
10 point mission and will in any situation take time to get out of. We
believe this time would be better spent collecting particles/

Pre Phoenix Priorities
1.Landing and Latching
2. Autonomous ( sampling without sensing)
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3. Scoring Particles (in Depot)
Due to our robots current level of completion our main priorities shifted a little bit. After
watching previous matches we determined the most successful strategies for us would
be to still focus on landing and latching but shift our focus more towards a successful
autonomous than a mechanism to score in the cargo hold.

Post Phoenix Reflection
How our strategy worked

How our strategy could have
been improved

Our team found the strategy we chose
was successful with a bit of downsides.
We found when we could successfully
land and latch we would normally pull off
a majority of the points and win the
match. We found that the use of our
autonomous sampling helped a lot when
it worked in getting points. Scoring
particles in the depot seemed to be
relatively successful and we never really
had to worry about descoring.
Some of the benefits of our strategy were
1. Focused on high point missions
Our strategy was very successful in
matches as it did what we planned for it to
do, by focusing mainly on landing and
latching the robot we were able to get
high amounts of points rather
2. Easy to communicate roles with
alliance partners
Our robot’s game strategy was simple yet
it was very effective. This became
especially clear when communicating with
our different alliance partners throughout
the day. Our autonomous was effective
and normally generated high amounts of
points without being intrusive and causing
any disruptions (hitting other robots,etc).
We found we really only had to ask our
alliance partners where they wanted to be

Our team placed 8th out of 19 in
preliminary matches and were not chosen
for a finalist alliances. We identified the
main things needing improvement as
1. Driving consistency
Being able to move the holonomic drive
with ease and ensure communication
throughout the entirety of the matches
2. Wiring problems/Screwing things in
before matches
We identified an issue between our hubs
and the motor on our forklift that caused
for some matches to not be successful as
we could not move our lift. We also
experienced an issue in one of our
matches where a wheel came off our
robot. We identified to prevent such
occurrence from happening again we
would need to constantly check the
screws before each match.
3. More time with participles
While our lifting gave us the most points
we tended to not get full points because
of a faulty system in our pucher design.
We will plan to assess what we can do to
score more
4. Scouting
While our team did spend a considerable
amount of time scouting we realized our
methods of scouting could use some
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situated in the field in order to have a
solid match. Since our autonomous could
work on both the crater and the depot this
wasn’t even a big concern for us.
3. No penalties!!
Our strategy was effective in not yielding
us any penalties. Considering challenges
of last season our team concluded that
penalties are one of the largest
contributors to loss of matches. Having a
robot that scored no penalties allowed us
to avoid situations in which we lose
matches because of which.

improvement in order to maximize the
points we get in each match and to give
us a better chance in alliance selection.
We recognized that we needed to form
better match plans when we were
scouting rather than just discussing
general abilities of our robot.

Pre Albuquerque Priorities
1. Landing and Latching
2. Autonomous (Sampling + Claiming)
3. Scoring Particles
Our revised strategy is pretty similar to our Phoenix strategy with the only change being
our ability to complete the rest of the autonomous matches meaning the Sampling at
any position of the gold particles with use of a color and distance sensor and the ability
to claim our depot with the team marker. Our scoring particles component is dependent
on whether or not we can fit our arm mechanism into the shape of our robot. If we can
then we will be able to score in the cargo hold and collect more points, if not we will
focus on pushing particles into the depot

Post Albuquerque Reflection
How our strategy worked

How our strategy could be improved

1. Points were high
Our robot worked very well and scored as
high as we could. At the end of the
qualification rounds we had 810
combined tie-breaking points which was
the record high at the tournament.
2. Consistency
Our robot was incredibly consistent and
was able to land and latch at every single

1. Scouting
Our team ranked 8th out of 18 teams and
had the highest tie-breaking points in the
entire competition. However we were not
picked for an alliance. We realized we did
not have an effective scouting strategy
and while we could communicate well
with our assigned alliance partners we
had no way of communicating our robot’s
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match. Compared to Phoenix this was a
huge accomplishment and we were very
proud.
3. No penalties!!
Our strategies were not invasive and we
did not get any penalties in our matches.
This was good in knowing we were able
to score points without detriment our
overall score
4. Working with others
Our team worked very well with our
alliance partners. Before each match we
made sure we had a solidified strategy
that would have our teams working at
their full capabilities together

abilities to those we we were not
partnered with.
2. Understanding Abilities of our robot
There were several situations where are
teams were paired against some of the
toughest competition. While our robot
could perform well we realized we might
want to edit our strategy to be able to
perform better in each match
3. Autonomous problems
While we had written an autonomous
utilizing different sensors to ensure
reliability this program was not
operational by the time of the tournament.
Because of this, we had to use a basic
autonomous that unfortunately did not
provide the reliability that we needed.
We also had to use a drop release
autonomous that did not work this was
hard for us because we did not do editing
to this code and it did not work in the
matches where we needed to use it. This
also taught us we needed to have
consistent autonomous that worked on
both the crater and the depot side.

Pre Championship Priorities
1.Landing and Latching
2.Autonomous (Sampling + Claiming)
3.Scoring Particles
(Scouting!!!!!)
Our overall strategy did not change significantly since Albuquerque however we have
changed a few aspects about our boto and our scouting to hopefully score higher at
each match. We want to make sure every ability of our robot is communicated to the
other teams in our division. We also have improved our autonomous to be able to
partially park in the crater by using the same system we are using to drop the marker.
This system crosses the barrier of the crater so that we will get scored for such without
putting our wheelbase over and risking high-centering on the crater.
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Team Summary
Brain hackers Robotics is a 3rd year First Tech Challenge Team. Our team is based
out of the non-profit organization Brain Hackers Association, an organization made for
spreading STEM to youth in New Mexico.We practice
in Sandia Park, New Mexico. Our team has a 11
students from 7 different schools ranging around 100
miles in distance. Our team has a diverse age range
represented with students from 7th to 10th grade. In
the previous season we had a five member team and
are now very enthused to have doubled our team
size. Five members
of our team are
veteran FIRST
members and the other six are rookies who bring tons
of enthusiasm!! :) Our team is comprised of many
members with many different skills and talents. Outside
of building, programming, and outreaching extensively
our team enjoys playing the board game Telestrations
with each other and petting the team dogs. Our season
has been a long process and we are excited to compete in the Rover Ruckus season!

Awards and Recognition Received
Tournament

Award

2019 Albuquerque Qualifier

3rd place Inspire Award
Connect Award
3rd place Motivate Award
3rd place Control Award

2018 AZ/NM Championship

Judges Award for Enchantment Division

2018 Alamogordo Qualifier

Motivate Award
2nd place Design Award
2nd place Connect Award

2018 Albuquerque Qualifier

Connect Award

2017 Socorro Qualifier

Control Award
Advanced to 2017 AZ/NM Championship Tournament
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Team Members
Name, Picture, Grade &
School

FIRST Experience &
Team Role

About Me!

Kasey Forsythe
10th grade @ Manzano
High School

9th year in FIRST
(FLLJR, FLL,
FTC,FRC)
Engineering Notebook
Lead
Project Manager

When I’m not participating in
FIRST activities, I am in Model
UN and I play the trombone in
my high school's marching
band, jazz band, and wind
ensemble as well as play in
the Albuquerque Youth
Symphony. I enjoy
participating in FIRST because
I get to geek out about game
strategy as well as meet
friends, share memes and
compete. My favorite part of
the Rover Ruckus season so
far has been eating junk food
and talking to other teams at
the kickoff

Natalie Starry
10th grade @ East
Mountain High School

6th year in FIRST
(FLL, FTC, FRC)
Design
Building
Artwork
Safety

Outside of FIRST robotics, I
love participating in artistic
activities like visual arts and
music composition, so in my
free time I create visual art and
play my cello. I also have a
great interest in political
science and economics, so I
have joined my schools debate
team. I love participating in
FIRST activities because I get
to learn about robotics and
have a great time with my
team. Since we are all very
close it makes robotics fun and
enjoyable. The best part about
this season has been meeting
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new people from other teams
and hanging out with everyone
on my team.
Katy Ice-Johnson
10th grade @ New Mexico
School for the Ar

7th year in FIRST
(FLL, FTC)
Design
Building

Outside of FIRST I am training
as a Visual Artist at my school,
New Mexico School for the
Arts. I volunteer at the National
Museum of Nuclear Science
and History in my spare time
and I have taken numerous
dual-credit courses. I
participate in FIRST because
I’m passionate about learning
in a safe and fun environment.
The void of over-pressure of
competition makes FIRST the
best way to participate in
STEM in my opinion. My
FIRST team not only teaches
me leadership, cooperation,
and STEM, but it also
connects me to my closest
friends who I would otherwise
not have contact with as I live
in Santa Fe for five days a
week.

Atlas Owen
10th grade @ New Mexico
School for the Arts

4th year in FIRST
(FLL,FTC)
Programming

Outside of FIRST I participate
in Theatre at my school,
because it’s my art major at
New Mexico School for the
Arts. I also major in biology
through CNM dual credit
program. I enjoy participating
in FIRST because it’s a fun
competition that is less
competitive than other teams I
have been a part of. FIRST
allows me to learn new things
and practice my skills. It also
allows me to meet new people
and help others learn.

Brooklyn Seay

2nd year in FIRST

Outside of FIRST I participate

ts
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10th grade @Estancia
High School

(FTC)
Design
Website

in TNT (Teens need teens),
BPA (Business Professionals
of America), and YAG ( Youth
and Government). I enjoy
doing FIRST because it gives
me an opportunity to meet new
people and learn more about
technology.

Alex Atcitty
10th grade @ East
Mountain High School

2nd year in FIRST
(FLLJr.,FTC,FRC)
Building
Design

Hi, my name is Alex Atcitty,
other organizations that I
associate with outside of our
FIRST FTC team are MESA,
East Mountain High School’s
FRC team, and their Jazz
Band club. This my first year
participating in FIRST activities
and I really enjoy it. I’ve been
able to connect with people
over building and designing a
robot and also learn a lot more
about robotics. I won’t forget
about this experience in a long
time.

Max Atcitty
8th grade @ Roosevelt
Middle School

1st year in FIRST
(FTC)
Building
Design

Outside of FIRST I participate
in my schools band. I enjoy
participating in FIRST because
it gives me an opportunity to
explore Robotics and hang out
with my friends.

Ben Roesler
8th grade @ Menaul
School

1st year in FIRST
(FTC)
Building
Design

My name is Ben Roesler.
Other than FIRST FTC, I am a
member of the Menaul School
basketball team, and
participate in band at Menaul. I
enjoy FIRST thoroughly,
because I love to learn how to
work the robot. I like to learn
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about new things, and FIRST
has taught me a lot. I like to
compete against others, and
build our robot so that it can be
improved.

ol
Anna Duggar
7th grade @ Roosevelt
Middle School

1st year in FIRST
(FTC)
Building
Design

Beside from FIRST, I enjoy
playing French Horn, singing,
studying the periodic table and
listening to music. I joined
FIRST because I enjoy
working on something and
achieving that goal. Also, i
needed something to do, and
FTC solved my open sunday
schedule.

Becca Duggar
7th grade @ Roosevelt
Middle School

1st year in FIRST
(FTC)
Programming

Outside of FIRST, I enjoy
playing the Clarinet and
Saxophone in band. I also
enjoy programing outside of
FIRST. In FIRST, I enjoy
learning from more Senior
programers.

Summer Trammell
7th grade @ Estancia
Valley Classical Academy

1st year in FIRST
(FTC)
Building

Outside of FIRST, I play
basketball, I am also on an
archery team. I enjoy FIRST
because it allows me to learn
new skills, and also helps me
with things I could possibly use
in the future.
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Coaches and Mentors
Name

Role

About Me

Christi Forsythe

9th year as FIRST coach
(FLL Jr, FLL, FTC, FRC
Mentor)
Head Coach
Programming, Mechanical

I work at Sandia National
Laboratories. I have a B.S.
in Mathematics and
Master’s degree in
Computer Science. I enjoy
coaching FIRST teams in
our rural community.

James Forsythe

10 year in FIRST
Coach
Electronics, Business,
Innovation, Outreach

I am retired from sandia
National Laboratories. I run
the Brain Hackers
Association and teach
STEM across many
different schools in New
Mexico. My favorite part
about FIRST is how it
shows students How
STEM careers can lead to
prosperity

Jeff Armstrong

Mentor
Electronics and
Mechanical

I work at Sandia National
Laboratories. Along with
mentoring on Brain
Hackers robotics I mentor
FRC team 6974 Zia
Robotics. I enjoy mentoring
this team because it gives
me reasons to buy more
3D printers.
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Rover Ruckus FTC Meeting Log
Definition- This log is used to track the tasks our teams accomplish at each meeting.
Unlike the design process log, we use this document to track most everything our team
does during the build season, even if it is not directly related to the robot.
08/12/2018 Meeting
Attendees: Summer, Brooklyn, Kasey, Ben, Max, Alex, Atlas
Topics of Discussion:
Introductions - name, grade, school, robotics experience
Review FTC Videos from 2017/2018 season
FIRST / FTC Overview
Discussed Team Background
Season Schedule
Work Space - living room, garage, computers
Planning - Agile SCRUM - Product Backlog & Weekly Backlog
Sub-teams:
● Hardware
● Software
● Fundraising
● Outreach
● Art
Discussed areas of interest
Atlas - programming
Alex - mechanical/building
Ben - mechanical/building… programming
Max - mechanical/building
Summer - mechanical / building
Brooklyn - Fundraising, website, outreach
Kasey - team manager / organization, (programming?)STRATEGY!!
Snack and Team Building - Playing Telestations

8/19/18
Attendees:Summer, Brooklyn, Atlas, Kasey, Natalie, Ben, Becca, Anna
Discussed areas of interest for new team members
Becca- programming
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Anna- design/ building
Tasks Accomplished
Software- started researching code on blocks and onbot java
Atlas Owen-  Today I looked up how to do teleop code in onbot java and took notes on
the videos.
Rebecca Dugger-Orientation, worked on learning Block Code and Direction Controls.
Mechanical - started building testbed
Natalie Starry- We discussed with new members the different parts of the robot that are
needed in order for it to run. Then we sketched out a diagram of a testbed and started
building it. We quickly went over the Rev Expansion Hub Guide because we are new to
using it this year.
Ben Roessler- I helped construct the tested frame and put the motors and extension
hub on
Anna Duggar- O
 rientation, reviewed guide, and worked on mechanics
Summer- Today I mounted the servos and the color sensor, also I helped with the
platform to the testbed.
Non-Technical- worked on product backlog, engineering notebook, and business plan.
Kasey Forsythe- Today Brooklyn and I worked on the product backlog. We determined
all the higher level tasks that our team needs to get done before we can successfully
compete at a qualifier.I then started outlining our engineering notebook and writing our
business plan.
Brooklyn Seay- T
 oday Kasey and I started to work on engineering notebook. I also
started to create the FTC Website.

8/26/18
Attendees:Summer, Brooklyn, Atlas, Kasey, Natalie, Ben, Becca, Anna, Alex, Ben
Tasks Accomplished
We had our first parent meeting and discussed fundraising for the season. The team
discussed safety procedures and made a safety plan.
Software- put together a software plan and started working on Java programming.
Rebecca Duggar: Safety plan, worked on software plan.
Atlas Owen: I worked on the software plan and looked over how to create a new OnBot
Java program
Mechanical - Researched REV expansion hub. Put together a drill press and worked
on our testbed.
Anna Duggar : Safety plan, research on expansion hub.
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Natalie Starry: Today we all worked together on the safety plan and then split up into
separate groups to complete the rest. My group was Rebecca and Summer. Afterwards
Anna and I both researched and copied links of things relating to setting up and using
the REV expansion hub
Summer Trammell and Alex Atcitty :Today we worked on a safety plan,and after that
we built a drill press.
Ben and Max: Worked on safety plan with team. Worked with Max on test bed. Attached
servos to test bed. We put electrical tape on the Rev Robotics Hub to prepare it to
attach it to the testbed
Non-Technical- identified local businesses to help with fundraising and started working
on Kickoff presentations.
Kasey Forsythe:I worked on the safety plan. I worked on a list of different businesses
throughout the area, and I started working on an engineering notebook presentation for
the FTC kickoff on the 8th.
Brooklyn Seay : I worked on the website design for the team
9/02/18
Attendees: Kasey Natalie, Ben, Alex, Katy
Tasks Accomplished
Our team went over our new project backlog management system, and went over our
new safety plan with Katy
Mechanical -connected expansion hub and researched for wiring the robot.
Katy Ice-Johnson: Today I compiled a reference sheet of links from the FIRST website
and other resources in order to have a foolproof guide of how to create our robot and
how to set up the wiring. Then, Max and I wired the robots components.
Max Atcitty : I Connected rev robotics expansion hub to a couple channels and plugged
for the motor
Alex Atcitty: To show you the power of a sander, I sanded this box today! And sanded
with only sandpaper.
Non Technical- created presentations for the FTC Kickoff
Natalie Starry: Today I worked on and completed the safety plan presentation script for
the next gen academy FTC kickoff next week
Kasey Forsythe: Today I worked on making a presentation on the Engineering
Notebook for the FTC Kick-off at Nex Gen academy. I also helped working on the
Project backlog Document and identified tasks that needed to be completed.

9/08/18
KICKOFF!!!!!
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Attendees: Katy, Kasey,Natalie,Atlas,Ben,Max,Summer,Anna,Becca,Alex,Brooklyn
Software
Atlas and Becca: Went to presentations on programming in java
Mechanical
Whole Team: Watched Kickoff video and discussed strategy. Measured game field
items and participated in the kickoffs brainstorming events.
Kasey, Natalie, Ben, Alex: went to presentation on electronics
Brooklyn: went to 3D Printing presentation
NonTechnical
Kasey and Natalie: presented Engineering Notebook + Safety Plan Presentation
Brooklyn: Worked on Website
Kasey: worked Social Media Pages
Everyone: talked to other teams had a great time
9/15/18
Attendees; Kasey, Natalie
NonTechnical
Kasey and Natalie
 We Went to different businesses in the East Mountain Area to
discuss FIRST and ask for contributions
Tractor Supply Co

Can’t give direct funding but can host
fundraisers outside of store location

Tillery Chevrolet (sponsor last year)

Can fill out form send to owner and get
sponsorship

Country Friends Antiques

Won’t give direct funding but can offer us
items for cost to sell for funding

Walgreens

Has community outreach program to
apply for online

Walmart

Can host fundraisers at location or get
grants from online

9/16/18
Attendees: Kasey, Natalie, Katy, Atlas, Summer, Max, Ben, Anna, Becca
Mechanical - as a team discussed design and then broke off into smaller teams to start
prototyping
Kasey, Natalie, Max,Ben, Anna- started designing grabber/intake mechanism
Katy, Atlas,Summer, Becca- started designing lift mechanism
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9/23/18
Attendees: Kasey, Natalie, Katy, Alex, Brooklyn, Summer, Max, Ben, Anna, Becca
Software- reviewed Blocks software
Becca- worked on troubleshooting blocks and had success with moving motors.
Mechanical -researched designs and began taking apart last year's roboto build new
robot.
Kasey,Natalie, Katy, Anna-  worked on design. We researched some designs to get
inspiration, we drew some blueprints, on features we want to implement mostly focusing
on the intake system.We came up with an idea to seperate gold pieces from silver
pieces and attempted to make a prototype of this model.
Max- helped Dr.Forsythe build a base station to latch the robot onto. We used the drill
press to attach a handle to a block of wood that we attached to a structure.
Brooklyn, Ben, Alex, Summer- took apart robot from last year and began designing and
building the chassis of the robot.
9/30/18
Attendees: Kasey, Natalie, , Alex, Brooklyn, Summer, Max, Ben, Anna, Becca
Software- started learning sensor coding
Becca- I tried to work with coding touch sensors.
Mechanical -researched designs and began taking apart last year's robo to build new
robot.
Kasey- I worked on coming up with a purchase list and helped document the design
process
Natalie- I created and drew a design prototype for the robot and explores possible ideas
for changing the design. I also helped order parts.
Anna- I helped building the chassis and prototyping the intake
Summer- I helped build the chassis
Ben- I created a prototype to pick up the silver particles
Max- I discussed with team how to build the intake devices and helped build.
Alex- I reassembled the chassis and then attached the motor mounts and left of
attaching the lift.
Non Mechanical- continued work on website and updating social media
Brooklyn-I worked on the wix website.
Kasey- I updated the social media pages
10/07/18
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Attendees: Kasey, Natalie,Atlas , Alex, Brooklyn, Summer, Max, Ben, Anna, Becca
Software- started learning sensor coding
Becca and Atlas- worked on making and testing lift code and helped test the lift on the
robot.
Mechanical -researched designs and began taking apart last year's robo to build new
robot.
Kasey and Anna- worked on testing the lift mechanism, made simple latch to
temporarily help lift and then ran trials to see effectiveness of lift.
Summer- w
 orked on putting together omni wheels and helping with lift mechanism.
Ben,Alex, Max- w
 orked on the intake mechanism
Katy and Natalie- worked on a latching mechanism.
Non Mechanical- continued work on website and updating social media
Brooklyn-I worked on the wix website and making logos for our sponsors
10/14/18
Attendees: Kasey,Atlas,Katy, Alex, Brooklyn, Summer, Max, Anna, Becca
Software
Atlas - Today I learned how to program the code for holonomic wheels in Java and got it
to work on the robot.
Becca- I worked on learning the holonomic drive and planning
Mechanical
Alex, Summer,Max, Katy, Anna- Worked on the arm on our robot to flip the grabber for
gold and silver particles. Worked with mentor, Jeff.
Non-Mechanical
Brooklyn- I worked on creating a poster for our sponsors
Kasey- I worked on writing a business plan and task management on the engineering
notebook.
10/19/18
Halloween @ VGCC
Attendees: Max, Alex, Becca, Anna
Passed out candy at a community event.
10/21/18
Attendees: Kasey, Alex, Brooklyn, Summer, Ben, Anna, Becca
Software
Becca- worked on programming sensors
Mechanical
Summer- T
 oday I built a linear slide. It was very time consuming but I completed it
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Natalie- Today I worked on prototyping an arm to collect particles. I also researched
videos to get inspiration
Ben and Alex- worked on different systems for intake with Jeff.
Non-Mechanical
Kasey- worked on the team business plan along with making checklists and
organization of tournament roles
10/28/18
Attendees:Kasey,Natalie,Katy,Brooklyn,Rebecca,Atlas,Anna,Alex,Ben
Software
Becca- I worked on Autonomous Moving forward,backward,left and right
Atlas- I worked on getting servos programmed in JAVA
Mechanical
Katy-I drew prototypes for the robot than began to work on checklist
Brooklyn- I worked on downloading and installing PTC creo
Natalie-I asked the team where they would like to go with our current prototypes and
drew fleshed out designs and explained them for people to follow
Alex- I worked on the treadmill and then gave it to the design team I also gave Ben
moral support.
Ben- I worked on a more developed lightweight grabber design
Anna- made a could-be release system for landing the robot
Non-Mechanical
Kasey- I worked on tidying up the engineering notebook. I made sure formatting was
consistent in the safety plan. I worked on a task list and point analysis.
11/03/18
Attendees: Ben,Alex,
Mechanical
Went to Meet The Field day at Next Gen Academy
11/04/18
Attendees
Mechanical
Natalie- I helped Katy build a prototype and also discussed and sketched the designs of
our robots intake mechanism
Katy- I worked on reconfiguring the forklift using a worm-gear system
Ben- I brainstormed and designed a linear slide pick-up system
Brooklyn- I worked on modeling and using PTC Creo
Alex- I took our robot apart, toyed with the chassis and then rebuilt the chassis
Max- I worked on taking apart the robot to redesign the chassis
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Software
Summer- I worked on learning Vuforia with Becca
Becca- I worked on Vuforia
NonMechanical
Kasey- I worked on updating the business plan and documenting outreach.
11/11/18
Attendees: Kasey,Summer,Atlas,Anna,Rebecca,Natalie,Katy,Alex,Ben,Maz
Mechanical
Anna- I worked on the phone mount and searched 3d mounts
Natalie-I helped build the chassis of the robot
Katy- I worked with Natalie on changing the chassis assembly
Alex- I helped Ben with working on the linear slide
Ben- I tried to fix the linear slide up
Max- I put handles on the carrying box of the robot and then changed the hook for
latching the robot.
Software
Atlas- I made a list of all the things we need to do in autonomous/code in autonomous
and after
Summer- I helped document the pseudocode
Becca- I worked on pseudocode and backing up code
Kasey- i worked on writing pseudocode
Non-Mechanical
Kasey- I worked on finishing up the business plan and outreach documentation
11/17/18
Attendees- Kasey,Anna,Becca
11/18/18
Attendees: Kasey,Rebecca,Anna,Natalie,Atlas
Mechanical
Anna- I worked on the phone mount
Natalie and Kasey: We worked on making a presentation for our tournament and then
making a backup forklift device. After we completed this we started creating prototypes
to implement our grabbing/ intake system on our robot.
Software
Atlas- I made a list of all the things we need to do in autonomous/code in autonomous
and after
Becca- I worked on rewriting the holonomic drive code.
11/24/18
Attendees: Kasey,Natalie,Anna,Becca,Atlas
Mechanical
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Kasey- I worked on the forklift and then coming up with a small pushing device for our
robot to move particles. I also worked on securing the wiring and mounting the phone. I
worked with wiring the motors and their encoders
Natalie- I worked on the forklift and testing the driving of the robot. I helped with the
wiring and the implementation of a pusher device. I also thought up ways to come with a
new intake device.
Anna- I worked on the team marker system along with helping with the mounting of the
phones and the wiring on the robot. I also worked on creating a troubleshooting
checklist for the phones due to some problems we had with disconnection.
Software
Becca- I worked on testing and cleaning up the robot’s current code and started working
on the robots autonomous
Atlas- I worked on testing the robot and then began working on the autonomous
mission.
11/25/18
Attendees: Kasey, Natalie,Summer,Brooklyn,Atlas,Becca,Anna
Mechanical
Natalie- I worked with summer on gearing the forklift and final measures for securing it.
We also worked on the wiring and the electronics
Summer- I worked with Natalie on the forklift.
Software
Becca- I worked on documenting the holonomic drive
Atlas- I created an autonomous code, I have not tested it yet due to others working on
the robot
Non-Mechanical
Kasey- I worked on reading guidelines, assigning tasks and outlining our presentation
for our Phoenix Qualifier.
Katy- I made a plan for presentation and read requirements for awards I am going to
continue plan for presentation and create robot inspection checklist.
Anna- I made a checklist of everything we need to bring to the tournament
Brooklyn- I made checklists for what to bring to tournaments along with pre match
checklists at tournaments
12/01/18
Attendees: Ben,Alex,Max,Kasey,Atlas,Becca,Anna,Natalie
Mechanical
Natalie- I worked on wire management on the robot
Ben-I worked on wire management on the robot
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Alex- I worked on the team marker
Max- I worked on wire management
Anna- I worked on making the new team marker system
Software
Becca- I worked on autonomous coding
Non-Mechanical
Kasey- I worked on finishing up some documentation, and solidifying certain parts of our
presentation like role assignments
12/08/18
Attendees: Ben,Alex,Max,Kasey,Atlas,Becca,Anna,Natalie
Mechanical
Natalie- I worked on putting the flag holder on the robot
Ben- I worked on the intake system
Alex- I worked on the team marker release system
Max- I worked on putting the team number on the robot
Anna- I worked on making the new team marker system
Software
Becca- I worked on autonomous coding
Atlas- I worked on finishing up the autonomous coding
Non-Mechanical
Kasey- I worked on cleaning up the engineering notebook
12/15/18
Attendees
Tournament Roles:
Kasey: Drive Coach 1 and Presentation Leader
Katy: Match Observer
Atlas: Driver 1
Natalie: Match Observer/Scouter
Becca: Driver
Anna: Drive Coach Alternate
Ben: Technician
Max: Driver
Alex: Driver
Participated in Phoenix FTC Qualifier
12/21/18
Attendees: Atlas, Kasey
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Software
Atlas- I worked on writing code for the color sensor in the sampling mission
Non-Mechanical
Kasey- I worked on implementing some of our lessons learned from the Phoenix
tournament into our engineering notebook
12/23/18
Attendees: Kasey, Brooklyn,Summer
Non-Mechanical
All- we worked on reflecting on the Phoenix tournament and playing a team bonding
game
12/30/18
Attendees: Kasey, Ben
Mechanical
Kasey: I worked on troubleshooting our lift problem and documenting what went wrong
Ben: I worked on troubleshooting the lift problem and driving practice
1/04/19
Attendees: Ben,Alex,Atlas,Kasey,Brooklyn
Mechanical
Ben: I worked on the intake system and the linear slide
Alex: I worked on reattaching the team marker system, attaching plates to avoid
minerals falling underneath our roboot, and cutting a piece on our forklift to avoid
touching the Rev expansion hub
Software
Atlas: I worked on documenting our control systems and writing the control award sheet
Non-Mechanical
Kasey: I worked on cleaning up the engineering notebook and some scheduling and
task assignments
Brooklyn: I worked on proofreading the engineering notebook
1/05/19
Attendees: Kasey,Atlas
Mechanical
Kasey: I worked on mounting the color sensor on the robot and documenting the control
systems.
Software
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Atlas: I worked on fixing up the autonomous coding and fixing the code for the color
sensor
1/06/19
Attendees:Alex, Ben,Atlas, Anna,Becca,Summer
Mechanical
Alex: I helped Ben cut his things and I helped Atlas with testing the color sensor
Ben: I prototyped more with the ball grabber
Software
Atlas: I programmed and tested the colour sensor
Non-Mechanical
Kasey: I worked on outlining our presentation for the Albuquerque Qualifier and helped
guide some of the content creation for the engineering notebook
Anna: Today I worked on writing a robot design summary for the team marker
Becca: Today I worked on helping Kasey with the engineering notebook
Summer: Today I made a diagram on google slides for our safety plan
1/19/19
Attendees: Alex, Ben,Max,Anna, Becca,Atlas,Kasey
Mechanical
Alex- I worked on the arm prototype and creating a system to run the motors
Ben- I worked on reassembling the arm and intake system and practicing driving
Max- I worked on disassembling some of the prototypes and helping the arm system
manufacturing
Anna- I worked on finalizing the team marker system
Software
Becca- I helped with writing the code and finalizing the autonomous
Atlas- I worked on editing the autonomous code to be able to see the gold particles and
drop the marker in the right place for each meeting
Non-Mechanical
Kasey- I worked on finishing up documentation and writing a script for our presentation
1/20/19
Attendees: Kasey, Katy,Natalie, Ben, Max, Alex, Atlas, Becca
Mechanical
Ben- I worked on the arm system
Max- I worked on the arm system
Alex- i worked on making a new team marker dispenser
Anna-I worked on the team marker system
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Software
Becca- I worked on integrating sensors into the code
Atlas- I worked on the coding and implementing sensors into the code
Non-Mechanical
Kasey- I worked on finishing up the documentation before the Albuquerque tournament
Natalie- I worked on the script
Katy- i worked on writing and revising the script for the Albuquerque qualifier.
2/3/19
Attendees: Atlas, Katy, Brooklyn,Kasey,Summer,Ben,Max,Alex,Anna,Becca
Mechanical
Max- I worked on the team marker mechanism
Ben- I worked on editing an aspect of the arm mechanism to maybe implement on the
robot
Alex- I worked on the team marker mechanism
Software
Becca- I worked on making calculations for the code
Atlas- I worked on editing the encoder software
Non-Mechanical
Kasey- I worked on researching our communities outreach situation and documenting
funding into our engineering notebook.
Katy- i worked on refining the presentation
Summer- I worked on making resources for our presentations
Brooklyn- I worked on making resources for our presentations
2/10/19
Attendees: Atlas, Katy,Kasey,,Ben,Max,Alex, Anna, Becca,Summer, Brooklyn
Mechanical
Max- I helped build a backup lift
Ben- I helped build a backup lift and mounted a mechanism for helping park in the
crater in the autonomous and ensure more reliability in dropping the team marker
Alex- I worked on the marker dropper and calculated distances for autonomous
Software
Atlas- I worked on cleaning up the autonomous and programming the servo on our new
marker drop system
Becca- I helped program the autonomous
Non-Mechanical
Kasey- I worked on preparing presentation materials and getting new materials for our
engineering notebook
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Katy- I worked on writing preliminary plans for videos to make preparing FLL teams for
competitions
Anna- I worked on cutting circles to make buttons
Brooklyn- I worked on cutting circles to make buttons
Summer- I worked on cutting circles to make buttons
2/17/19
Attendees: Atlas, Katy,Kasey,,Ben,Max,Alex, Anna, Becca,Summer, Brooklyn
Non-Mechanical
Team: we worked on going through the presentation2
 /1719
2/19/19
Attendees: Atlas,Kasey,Alex, Anna, Becca,
Mechanical
Kasey: i worked on an intake system
Alex: i worked on the intake system
Becca: i worked on a claw system
Anna: I worked on making new team markers
Software
Atlas: i worked on programming the autonomous and the new intake system
2/24/19
Attendees: Atlas, Katy,Kasey,Ben, Anna, Becca, Brooklyn
Non-Mechanical
Team: we worked on going through the presentation and shortening the parts in the
presentation to meet the time limit
2/1719
Attendees: Atlas, Katy, Anna, Becca,Summer, Brooklyn
Mechanical
Atlas: i worked on the intake system and eventually took it off to save the operable
marker release system
Anna: I worked on the team marker
Software
Atlas; i worked on coding in autonomous
Non-Mechanical
Katy: i wrote the team thank you notes and worked on cleaning up the teams safety
plan
Becca: i worked on brainstorming training materials for our team
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Summer: i worked on organizing the garage
Brooklyn: i worked on organizing the garage
3/17/19
Attendees- Kasey, Katy,Alex,Atlas,Anna,Brooklyn,Ben,Summer
Non-Mechanical
Everyone: we went through our presentation one last time
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Outreach
Brain Hackers Robotics takes pride in sharing the values of FIRST and our lessons
throughout the community. To do such we have presented at events throughout our
community, STEM events different schools and others.
In the 2018-2019 season Brain Hackers decided to change the way we do outreach and
‘hack’ the spread of STEM. Brain Hackers Robotics evaluated their Outreach and
Created an Outreach Plan based on their location and their current team situation.
Brain Hackers Robotics has started 3 large-scale Outreach Projects- these projects are
based on gaps we identified in STEM education. We hope with the application of these
projects we will be able to spread STEM and maintain STEM interest into communities
that are not currently addressed within our STEM ecosystem’s way of outreach.
Lastly in our Outreach section we have included documentation of the different outreach
events we have done in the past two seasons of our team

Outreach Evaluation and Outreach Plan
What can we do to improve our outreach?

Strengths
● Outreach amount is increasing
● Large team size with
connections to different
communities
● Seven different schools
represented
● Connections to STEM world
● Connections to different FTC
teams
● Team has connection with many
local businesses

Opportunities
● FRC team starting next to
school (could partner with to
start and mentor other FTC/FLL
teams in our area)
● Connections with many FTC
teams in the Albuquerque area

Weaknesses
● Located in a rural area
● No FTC teams in close proximity
● No FLL/FLL Jr. teams in close
proximity
● Team is spread out
geographically
● Team is younger and
transportation is an issue
● Small amount of
coaches/mentors/parental or
adult help

Risks
● No established pipeline in
community
● Loss of sponsors
● Lack of transportation for
members
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(could collaborate on project)
● Starting Outreach Project to
collect more data

Where are our areas of strength? How can we use these areas of
strength to improve our outreach?
Outreach amount is increasing
A goal of ours is to make sure our outreach is always increasing- as of right now that's
true. As identified by our analysis of hours our general hours of outreach are increasing.
We take pride in this notion- however we want to make this is a constant and continues
throughout the future of our team. We also want to make sure that the increase in our
outreach isn't just quantitative but also qualitative. We want to make sure we represent
FIRST and our program at a variety of different events. Below is a comparison between
our outreach last year and our outreach this year in terms of events we have (hosted,
presented our robot at,etc)

Under which is a graphic representation of the hours spent doing each events (keep in
mind there is some overlap. We consider FIRST events to also count as STEM events
and have had some events hosted at schools showing different schools our robot that
are also overall STEM outreach)
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These graphs show a clear increase in the amount of outreach our team has donehowever we would like to continue improving which will be outlined throughout the rest
of our plan.
Large team size with connections to different communities
Our team this year is comprised of eleven students which is the largest our team has
ever been. In previous seasons we have noticed the correlation the the amount of
students and the amount of outreach opportunities our team gets.
In connection our teams fundraising increased because of the joining of many different
students and their different connections to the community. In order to make this
effective me must
1. Hold a parent meeting
2. Discuss different businesses/ community events we might be able to display our
robot/our program at
3. Contact the business or the organizers of such events
4. Display our robot, team, FIRST, and our program at events
Seven Different Schools Represented
Along with being a big team our team represents seven different schools (four high
schools and three middle schools) . our team in the past has found success with
presenting our robot and our program at assemblies at the school or community nights
that the schools hosts. In order to use this strength we must
1. Identify different events at school where it would be feasible to present our
program
2. Email whoever is associated with hosting such events
3. Present at events
Being associated with many different schools gives us a better scope of a bigger
community however we do understand that different schools have different
environments and the effect to which we can do outreach events at the school is
dependent on the administrators, transportation, availability of the team and many other
factors.
Connections to STEM world
Through our coaches and mentors, our team has connections within the Albuquerque
STEM world. This allows our team to regularly present at big events like the New
Mexico STEM expo and other engineering/science fairs throughout the state. This helps
our team a lot as it gives us a lot of opportunities.
To move forward our team would like to use this strength in a few different ways
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1. To collaborate with other FIRST teams and make bigger presentations.
2. To meet up with different professionals in the STEM world and share our
experiences with them
3. To share the FIRST program collectively in hopes of encouraging the start of
more FLL and FLL jr. teams throughout the state
Connections to different FTC teams
Our team is in regular contact with several other FTC Teams within the
Albuquerque-Socorro area. In the past year we have used this strength to invite other
teams to our outreach displays and show the public multiple robots running around. We
have also used this strength to get help for ourselves throughout the season as many of
our friend-teams are going through the same struggles as we are throughout the
season. Earlier in the season we met up with a rookie team and helped give them
information to get their team started- due to a long (45+ minute) car ride we
unfortunately could not continue giving them assistance. We might use our connections
to other teams in order to collaborate on a project to make communication between the
different FTC teams in our area easier and more efficient.
Team has connection with many local businesses
This year our team gained a lot more sponsors throughout our community. This helps
our team in terms of outreach because many of these businesses WANT to see our
robot. We have made plans we some of the businesses we have partnered with to
come and show the robot off or to put up a display in their facilities. Our team is also
using our connections with different businesses to have our open-house. We will invite
all of our sponsors to come see a meeting of ours at our open-house event which will
hopefully be a super fun and inviting way to show our program to our community.
Where are our areas of weakness? How can we use these to improve our
outreach?
Located in a rural area
Our team’s location in a rural area can be quite detrimental when it comes to outreach
opportunities.In Sandia Park, there are very limited STEM-related companies and even
fewer STEM related events. In fact, our program is one of the only STEM related
programs in our area. Our rural-location makes it hard to go to events and show our
robot without considerable travel time that not everyone can make. Because of this, we
have started to change the way our team looks at and thinks about outreach. We have
begun posting on social media sites and sharing with our friends, family, as well as
FIRST teams and people interested in STEM throughout the globe. We are also hoping
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to start focusing on project-based outreach where we focus our efforts on a big project
to help our FIRST community as a whole.
No FTC teams in close proximity
A goal of our FTC team is to eventually start using our knowledge and experience in
FTC to mentor other FTC teams. This is very hard for us due to the lack of other FTC
teams in near proximity. The closest FTC teams to our team are within 25-30 minutes
and with none of our team members with driver’s licenses and limited coaches and
mentors, this becomes very difficult. Our team would like to start other FTC teams in our
area but to do so would need to get help from adults and professionals in our
community.
With this in mind our team will start implementing the idea of attracting mentors and
coaches into our outreach activities. As well as finding ways to help teams that might
not be super close in location without either party having to drive a long distance
No FLL/FLL Jr. teams in close proximity
Our team would also like to start up and mentor some FLL and FLL Jr. teams
throughout our area. Most of the issues regarding this are very similar to those
regarding the lack of FTC teams in our general area.
As FLL is focused on a younger demographic however it might be easier to get more
parents involved and to get a program set up in our community
To approach this our team can
1. Contact local elementary school about topic
2. Display at Elementary School Science Fair
3. Contact friends/ parents/ teachers to see if anyone would be interested in
coaching
4. Identify a location: school,community center,etc
5. Find and provide resources to help start up the team.
Team is spread out geographically
Our team covers a lot of area in the East Mountains, while this can be a strength (as
identified earlier in the schools and communities represented) it often times can make
outreach activities very challenging. We have students who drive up to an hour from the
east to get to our meeting location, as most STEM and FIRST events are in the
westward direction 30- 45 minutes. Our team unfortunately cannot rely on students to
be driving extensive distances to attend outreach events. However we can use the
extensive geographical span to integrate STEM and our progra into our larger
community.
To make equitable distances traveled our team can start focusing some of our outreach
efforts eastwards of our meeting location and in the different communities. We can start
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making not only an impression in the Albuquerque STEM community but the
communities in Edgewood and Estancia.
Team is younger and transportation is an issue
An issue our team has come across is that of individual transportation. Our team is all
younger meaning that most of our team members do not have drivers license and
cannot drive themselves to different events we are presenting at. Because of our team’s
age we also miss out on some outreach opportunities because of their basis in school
hours.
To help improve this we are planning on doing the majority of our outreach in the
off-season (of both FTC and school) This will allow less individual scheduling conflicts.
We might also look into ways we can improve transportation issues and get more of our
team to show up to the outreach events we are hosting.
What opportunities does our team have in regards to our outreach?
FRC team starting next to school (could partner with to start and mentor other
FTC/FLL teams in our area)
For the past several years our team has been the only team in our area. The lack of
other FIRST teams in our general vicinity made communications a little more difficult
and. With a new FRC team starting close to our area we can start to establish a pipeline
throughout our community.
We will establish a solid connection with the leadership and mentors on the FRC team,
with more established communications we can help the team start up knowing our
shared conditions
We would also like to establish communication between our two teams in order to
collaborate to create a larger FIRST program in our area. We would like to collaborate
in looking for opportunities to start FLL and FLL Jr. teams
Connections with many FTC teams in the Albuquerque area (could collaborate on
project)
Our team regularly communicates and networks with other FTC Teams in the
Albuquerque area. In the past we have used these connections to create a larger
presence at our outreach presentations. We have as well used these connections for
help at the tournaments and in finding resources for our teams. We believe we can
further use our already established connections to help FIRST in New Mexico as well as
create more connections to other FIRST Teams through the tournaments we compete
at and the events we present at.
Starting Outreach Project to collect more data
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In our 2018/2019 season our team has decided to start a larger outreach project to look
deeper at problems regarding retention in the FIRST program. This project will be
covered in the (Outreach Project Section) By starting this project we hope to get a larger
and broader overall view on the drop off in FIRST and STEM related activities through
6-8th grade and beyond and further examine how we establish longevity in the FIRST
program as a whole.
What might risk us not being able to increase our outreach?
No established pipeline in community
For the past several years our team has been the only or one of the only teams in our
area. While FLL teams have been started in our area, most of those teams were from
years ago and did not sustain. Because there isn’t an established pipeline of FIRST
teams in our area it is harder to recruit, and most new members we recruit won’t have
previous experience in STEM.
Our team is currently looking at ways to solve this problem by identifying locations,
sponsors, and resources that could help us in forming another FLL team within our
community.
Loss of sponsors
In the 2018-2019 season our team has been given several contributions from many
generous sponsors. With these contributions we are able to start participating in more
outreach activities and make our outreach have a greater impact. However we realize if
we do not have a consistent budget due to sponsorships and donations it will be much
more difficult to participate in the same amount of outreach.
To ensure we don’t have to face such challenges our team will maintain a consistent
plan in terms of fundraising and will reach out to many new corporate and local
sponsors each year. Our team is also planning to hold an open house event for our
current sponsors which we will use to actively engage with our sponsors.
Lack of transportation for members
Our team recognizes that a lot of outreach opportunities are not possible for all
members of our team to attend based on lack of transportation to the events. We would
like to recognize that if our team does not have transportation to the different outreach
events we have it risks that impact our events have.
To ensure our team can still participate in substantial outreach despite transportation
issues we are incorporating outreach in our daily meetings. We are establishing a social
media presence within the FIRST community to reach out to different teams around the
globe. We are starting longer research projects and are searching for ways to contact
different teams and be of substantial benefit throughout the season.
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Outreach Evaluation
Our team has identified two main types of our outreach: To share our program with
our community and to build and grow FIRST to get a better view of how our team
can reach out and spread to the STEM community our team has evaluated the New
Mexico STEM Ecosystem.
What does the STEM Ecosystem in New Mexico look like?
A Stem Ecosystem is the pool of existing STEM related companies, schools,
organizations etc that work together to form a STEM learning experience, for yout, their
families, and their communities. When a STEM ecosystem is built upon connections
between these different aspects, youth will have a better experience with learning
STEM. In a STEM ecosystem the system as a whole is greater than all of its parts.
Right now New Mexico has different organizations based around STEM and has
different STEM Magnets schools and STEM opportunities. However New Mexico is still
ranked 50th in the nation for students proficiency in math and science.
We believe this is due to the gaps in the STEM ecosystem leading to the lack of
connections between the STEM world and students, and therefore we plan to focus our
outreach efforts on filling in these gaps to lay the foundation for a strong STEM
ecosystem.
What are the Gaps?
1. Attrition at Middle School Level
a. Middle school students become less engaged in STEM related subjects
and/or activities once they begin middle school
b. Students don’t feel confidence in joining higher-level activities relating to
STEM
c. A considerable amount of students interested in STEM activities who are
engaged and actively participating in activities during their elementary
school years will later drop both the activities and the interest in STEM
during the transitional phase of middle school.
2. Commitment to STEM at High School Level
a. High school students are less committed to joining STEM activities
b. High school students who are interested in STEM careers still do not end
up joining STEM activities once they start high school
c. Students that are in STEM related activities in high school start to lose
commitment and engagement
3. STEM in Rural Communities
a. Students in rural communities are not offered opportunities to learn about
STEM outside of their schooling
b. Students in rural communities do not get as diverse or adequate of STEM
education as those living in cities
c. Students in rural communities do not have regular interactions with those
in STEM fields and do not have as much encouragement to pursue STEM
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careers.

Outreach Projects
Project: Retention
In the 2018-2019 season brain hackers robotics started on their first large-scale
research project regarding STEM Outreach.
We realized that while we want to increase interest in StEM and start new FIRST
Teams, consistently we see huge problems around retention in such programs. We
noticed a considerable drop out with elementary going into middle school participants in
FIRST along with FLL students transitioning into FTC Students.
We would like to address and study this issue within our community and STEM
programs nationally to see what we can do to improve Retention in FIRST throughout
this age group
What we have done so far
Currently we have analyzed available literature regarding such topic.
We have found a few generalized theories based on research on STEM Retention in
College majors.We found two main theories that we have found substantial so far in
assisting our understanding of such
Theory One- based on studies done by Department of Psychological, Organizational,
& Leadership Studies in Education at Temple University

This theory suggest that ones explorer identity (how reflective and curious they are)
determines how they see the costs and the benefits of a STEM Major (or a STEM
program like FIRST) which will impact their beliefs and attitudes towards working on a
FIRST Team and will therefore affect their performance and success/ whether they
leave the program or stay)
Theory Two- based on Tinto's Student Integration model
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This theory looks into retention a little deeper suggesting Pre-entry attributes work
with institutional experiences to determine how a student will enjoy participating in
such program and if they will tend to continue

Partners
Our study is still in the very beginning phases of development, however we have
already established a partnership with Noah Schneider a professor at Wright State
University in Dayton,Ohio. Who will assist us in preliminary experiments.
We have contacted officials at FIRST headquarter to see if there's any current
research that can help us in understanding our topic more
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Funding
Year

Funding for Us

Funding for Collaborators

1

$5K

$100K

2

$10K

$200K

What comes next?
We will continue by solidifying our knowledge on the literature regarding the topic.
After such we will write and conduct surveys to FIRST participants and former FIRST
participants. We will interview coaches of long-running programs to see what they
have noticed in terms of retention in STEM.
With our collaboration with research scientists and hopeful future collaboration we
hope to formulate an experiment to publish and increase the availability of research
on STEM retention in grades K-12.

Project: Bringing STEM to Rural Communities
Our team is based in Sandia Park, New Mexico- which is a rural community in New
Mexico. Being based in a rural community, we have noticed several problems relating to
our location in regards to access to STEM education.
Through this personal experience we found that STEM education in rural communities
in severely lacking- and thus we began a project to bring structured STEM education to
Rural areas.
Goals-We will work with rural communities to pilot a summer program that introduces
youth to STEM through project-based learning focused on the needs and resources
within those communities
What we have done so far
We have currently established funding and have established connections with people
in the communities we hope to host camps. We have created an outline for the
curriculums we will use in these camps.
We have identified the locations we will host these camps at
Bloomfield, NM
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Taos,NM
Raton,NM

Partners
Our team is collaborating with three rural communities in New Mexico currently, due
to a grant from Boeing we have arranged to host camps in Raton, Bloomfield, and
Taos New Mexico.

Funding
Year

Funding for us

1

$5K

2

$10K

What comes next?
We will continue developing our curriculum to establish a strong and established
curriculum. After we host these camps we would like to analyze the success of these
camps and look further into what we can do to spread camps into these communities.
We want to continue our efforts focused in rural communities and will look into what
we can do to make a bigger impact and spread STEM throughout these communities

Project: Teen Tech Centers
Goal: to address the lack of High School STEM commitment we are collaborating with others in
the STEM ecosystem to pilot the concept of Teen Tech Centers and lay foundation for
expansion in local,state, and tribal government

What we have done so far
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Currently we have partnered with New Mexico Universities and STEM organizations
to create a pilot system of Teen Tech Centers. We have established areas where
these centers could be hosted and have created concepts for what we will implement
in these systems and how these systems will be integrated into our communities. We
have already acquired some of the materials needed to host these events.

Partners
Currently we have collaborated with University of New Mexico, Central New Mexico
University, New Mexico Tech, along with Sandia National Laboratories, Northrop
Grumman, Air Force Research Laboratories and Best Buy to help integrate Teen
Tech Centers into New Mexico
We have collaborated with Explora Museum in New Mexico in hopes of a potential
hosting location.

Funding
Currently we have already established most of the funding to pilot these systems and
we have written for a grant to cover the rest of the funding for the next year.
Year

Funding for us

Funding for Collaborators

1

$20K
(already have
commitments of $12K)

n/a

2

$30K

n/a

What comes next?
We will continue establishing connections throughout our community to make a pilot
of these systems possible. In the Fall of 2019 we will host a six-week pilot of this
system.We will provide gaming materials, computers for programming, and robotics
materials and will market this program throughout high schools, middle schools and
other events throughout New Mexico.
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Outreach Activities
Brain Hackers Robotics has participated in several Outreach events throughout the past
years. These events will be presented from this season, last season, and then
established future opportunities that we will do after the next competition

2018-2019 season
Schools
March 2018-El Camino Real Middle School
At El Camino Real we presented a small programming workshop for their 6th grade
class. At the workshop we brought our robot and let the different kids drive and test our
robot, during which we told them about FIRST and different STEM opportunities. We
encouraged them to come and participate in our larger Game Jam event.
March 2018-SY Jackson Elementary School
At SY Jackson Elementary School we collaborated with FTC teams BioHazard
Robotics Detail,the Gear Masters and FRC team Zia Robotics to display all four FIRST
programs. We had the Jr.Fll Model, the FLL field kit, an FTC robot, and an FRC Robot
display. We helped run the FTC Robot and teaching kids how to program the FLL robot.
March 2018-Georgia O'Keeffe Elementary School
At Georgia O'Keeffe Elementary School we presented a programming workshop, talked
to the kids about the Brain Hackers Game Jam, and discussed FLL with the kids.

Events (Community)
October 2018-Vista Grande Community Center Halloween
At The Vista Grande Community Center Halloween we displayed our robot and passed
out candy.
.
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Events (STEM)
April 2018-Programming Workshop at Nex+Gen
We hosted two programming workshop sessions at Nex Gen Academy to help teach
middle and high school students as well as teachers and parents basics in coding and
app development. We encouraged the students to participate in the Game Jam and
other STEM Activities
May 2018-NM STEM Fiesta
At The New Mexico STEM Fiesta we collaborated with Next Gen Griffin Robotics to
bring an FTC Competition field and display their robot. We also collaborated with
BioHazard Robotics Detail, Gear Masters, and Die Kreger FTC teams to provide
demonstrations at each level of FIRST.
April 2018- Air Force Research Laboratories Maker Faire
At the Balloon Fiesta Maker Faire we partnered with The Gear Masters and displayed
the FIRST Robotics program. We offered pamphlets and contact pages and were able
to talk to a large amount of people over a two-day period.
April 2018-Brain Hackers Game Jam
We volunteered, sold snacks, helped host and displayed our robot over the three day
event. This event encouraged teams of 4th-12th graders to design apps relating to
some principles of science. At this event we collaborated with BioHazard Robotics
Detail to display multiple FTC Robots to the participants and let the participants drive
our robots.
April 2018-Brain Hackers Game Jam (Judging)
Along with hosting the Brain hackers Game Jam members of our team contributed to
the judging of the apps developed at the event. We organized the judging process to
make sure each contribution was reviewed by multiple judges and the judging of the
different apps was fair.
June-July 2018-National Museum of Nuclear Science and History
To continue advocating in STEM during our off-season one of our team members
volunteered for Four weeks in the summer at the Nuclear Science and History Museum
in New Mexico.
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FIRST Events
2017/2018 February 2018- FLL NM Region Championship
Several members of our team volunteered at the FLL Championship to represent FTC,
FRC and help the tournament go smoothly. He plan to make volunteering at the
championship a regular contribution of our team and make sure as many of our team
members as possible contribute to the event.
December 2018- FLL Socorro Qualifier Volunteering
Along with volunteering at the Championship, several of our team members volunteered
at the FLL Socorro Qualifier, much like the championship we hope to consistently
volunteer at this and other local FIRST events.
September 2018-FTC Kickoff
At the FTC Kickoff, two of our members presented workshops at the official kickoff. We
presented about the engineering notebook and a presentation about our safety plan.
Our presentation hoped to share our experiences and provide information on something
we have found to be very useful and to spread safety culture within the local FTC
community.
February 2019- FLL Socorro
Some of our team members and mentors assisted the FLL Socorro tournament by
volunteering throughout the day at the tournament. This allowed our team to reach out
to the younger FIRST community

Other Outreach
Social Media
This season we started contributing to our teams instagram and facebook
page.Through this we were able to show our teams design processes and give updates
on the tasks of our team. We also were able to start communicating with several FIRST
Teams throughout the world.
Website
Along with our social media pages we also use our website to show updates on our
team and thank our sponsors through the use of our website. We applied for a google
ads grant that would allow us to advertise our STEM activities to a wider audience.
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Collaboration
This season our team has been regularly in contact with other teams in our area, and
spreading positive interaction within New Mexico’s FIRST Community. We are regularly
in contact and collaboration with the Gear Masters, BioHazard Robotics Detail and Die
Kreger FTC teams and Zia Robotics FRC team. We will often collaborate with them on
outreach presentations to show multiple robots and share a wider experience on FIRST
events. We collaborate with Nex Gen’s Giffin Robotics FTC teams at their Meet-The
Field Day. Prior to the start of the season we visited rookie FTC team the Neutrons and
shared our experiences and resources in FTC. We were able to follow up with the
coach and help give them materials they needed to compete well in the Albuquerque
tournament
Volunteer Ads/ Coordination
To attract more volunteers for the Albuquerque Qualifier Our team ran an ad through
the Sandia National Laboratories newsletter. This allowed for our team to reach out and
spread the message of FIRST to STEM professionals by asking them to volunteer at a
FIRST event.
Laptops
Our team got funding from Best Buy and Sandia National Laboratories through our
writing of grants, because of this funding our team was able to buy 15 new laptops to
help our outreach activities and teach kids in STEM. Because of this we were able to
give 15 students at a low-income school laptops to take home, exposing them to
technology they did not previously have at their houses.
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2017-2018 Season
Schools
February 2017-Lowell Elementary:
our team has visited Lowell Elementary School on two separate occasions.
1. Science Night
We went to their science night and displayed our robot. On this night we were able to
talk to most of the school about FIRST and other STEM activities.
2. App Inventor Workshop
We ran an app inventor workshop for a 4th grade class at Lowell Elementary School at
this workshop we were able to teach these kids how to program simple apps and get
familiar with programming.
March 2017-Los Alamos: some of our team members taught an app inventor
workshop to a programming class at Los Alamos Middle School. At this class we were
able to familiarize kids with the process of programming apps. At the end of our
workshop we demonstrated our FTC robot and let the kids operate it. This allowed us to
introduce our FIRST experiences with their community.
March 2017-Roosevelt Middle School: At
Roosevelt Middle School we held an App Inventor
Workshop which enabled several of the students to
learn programming techniques. This allowed us to
integrate STEM skills into the kids everyday lives.

Events (STEM)
May 2017-Neuro Game Jam: This year we held the Neuro Game Jam which was an
event that anyone throughout New Mexico
could participate in. In this event we created a
challenge to make an app revolving around
middle school science curriculum in the span
of a weekend. This event allowed integration
of STEM skills in other settings. We will
continue to hold these events in the next few
years.
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Our team held a fundraiser at a Walmart in Edgewood, this event allowed us to share
FIRST with our community. At this event we talked about the FIRST program and
displayed our robot at the NM STEM Festival: We displayed Brain Hackers extensively
throughout the NM STEM Festival. We allowed the winners of the Neuro Game Jam to
display their app and talk about their process in creating. We also displayed the Brain
Hackers associations and the many activities associated with it. At this event we
teamed up with AHERT and NextGen team to display what we do in FTC to the
community. We drove our robots and allowed young children to experience driving a
robot too. We also had an app inventing workshop where we would teach people how to
make apps in App Inventor. This event really allowed us to share our STEM experience
with the community.
March 2017-UNM Mesa Day: Some of our team members displayed our team and what
we do in Brain Hackers at the UNM Mesa Day. This allowed us to share with a wide
variety of kids who were interested in STEM. Showing these kids what we did
introduced them to new opportunities for their interests
March 2017-New Mexico State Science Fair We displayed our FTC team and Robot
at the New Mexico Science Fair. At this event we got to share our experience in FIRST
with a community of STEM-interested teens.
September 2017-FTC Kickoff Event : Our team participated in the FTC Kickoff Event
this allowed us to help communicate and share with our New Mexico FTC community.

Events (Community)
October 2017-Walmart Fundraiser Event
Our team held a fundraiser at a local Walmart to display our robot, our programs and
get contributions towards our team
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Future Outreach Events
May 2019-RoboCon:
Our team has collaborated with the New Mexico Museum of Natural History to host a
Robot Convention. We have invited several other FIRST teams to participate and
display their robot and will be inviting institutions in the field of Robotics throughout New
Mexico (UNM, Sandia National Laboratories, AFRL, etc). This event will be designed to
show the community what New Mexican youth, universities, and organizations are doing
in the field of robotics. Through this event we also hope to give the teams displaying an
opportunity to show what they’re doing with their sponsors.
June-July 2019-STEM Camps
Due to a grant from Boeing ,over the summer Brain Hackers robotics will be hosting 3
STEM camps in rural New Mexico communities with no other access to STEM (Taos,
Bloomfield, Raton). As a team based in a rural region of new Mexico with no other
access to STEM activities this opportunity is very important to us and will help us spread
the message of FIRST. (This is covered more extensively in our outreach project
section.)
October 2019-Teen Tech Labs
In collaboration with UNM Professors, CNM Professors and the New mexico Game
Developers Guild, starting next fall Brain hackers will run a pilot for a program called
Teen tech Labs. which are makerspaces designed to get teens to come and have fun
working with technology. (This is covered more extensively in our outreach project
section.)
April 2019-AFRL Maker Faire
Brain Hackers will continue their collaboration with Air Force Research Laboratories and
Zai Robotics through presenting a booth at the Air Force Research Laboratories Maker
Faire. This is an event where we will be able to display our program to STEM
Professionals as well as kids and teens who might be interested in participating with
STEM events
Spring 2019-Ale House Republic Presentation
Brain Hackers Robotics has made plans to do a demonstration of our Robot at Ale
House Republic during one of their community nights
Spring 2019-Greenside Presentation
Brain hackers Robotics has made plans to display our robot at our sponsor, Greenside
Cafes location for a week and doing a demonstration of our team and our program at
the business location to show our robot to the community.
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Spring 2019-Sponsor Open House
Brain Hackers has invited all of their sponsors and any potential future members of our
team to come to an open house that we will be hosting. At this event we will show our
accomplishments over the past season and share our love and enthusiasm for FIRST
Spring 2019-FLL Volunteering Championship
Our team has made commitments to consistently volunteer and help recruit volunteers
for the FLL Championship in Albuquerque. Members of our team have taken on pivotal
roles in judging at these events and have helped ensure the success of these events.
Fall 2019-FLL Volunteering ABQ
Our team is looking into the possibility of collaborating with other Albuquerque based
FTC teams and the Albuquerque based FRC teams to host an FLL qualifying
tournament. The last Albuquerque Qualifying FlL tournament was hosted by our
program 5 years ago. Since then unfortunately teams in the Albuquerque area do not
have a local tournament of computer at. With the collaborations we have established we
hope to fix this problem
Spring 2019-Girls Who Code Meetings
Our team has made plans with the leader of Girls Who Code, A STEM organization in
Albuquerque to present our program and attract girls who are interested in STEm to
make a greater commitment to STEM by participating in a STEM activity like FIRST.
April 2019-Roosevelt Middle School Presentation
Our team has plans to give a presentation to Roosevelt Middle school, where three of
our team members go. At this event we will bring our robot and share about what we
have learned in FIRST and hopefully recruit new members
Other
Brain hackers robotics will continue doing some of the larger outreach events discussed
in our earlier section however we have a lot more tentative plans that we hope will work
out in the next season.
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Outreach Hours
Current (2018-2019 season)

This year our team performed 453 total hours of outreach. This count is not including
time spent advertising our robot, FIRST and the program through social media (started
new this year), nor the time we communicate with other teams in our area over
text,emails,slack,etc..
In comparison our 2017 season shows
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We would like to take into account our team size was significantly smaller being about
half of the size of our current team as well as our team growing into our outreach
identity. Over the past season our outreach had a 383% increase over the previous
season. We are proud of this increase and want to continue to increase our outreach
hours.
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Connections
Over the history of our team, through our team’s outreach and fundraising efforts we
have made connections to many STEM organizations, STEM professionals and
influential members in our community. This section will outline some of these
connections and how we made them.

Major STEM Organizations
Sandia National Laboratories
Our team has established strong connections with Sandia National Laboratories.Sandia
National Laboratories has supported us in different STEM Outreach opportunities. We
have run newsletters for volunteers through the Sandia National Laboratories
Newsletters and have made potential plans to present the FIRST program at Sandia
National Laboratories Family Day next fall
Boeing
Our team has made connections with Boeing through sharing our outreach and writing a
grant to their organization to host STEM Camps in rural communities.
Best Buy
Our team has gotten a grant from Best buy that enabled us to buy laptops to give to 15
students at a low-income school laptops to take home. Our team is also collaborating
with Best Buy in integrating Teen Tech Centers in Albuquerque

STEM Professionals, Local STEM Organizations, STEM Education
Explora Museum
Our team collaborated with Explora museum in hosting and running the robotics portion
of the New Mexico Stem Fiesta. We also have continued our partnership with the
Museum for the application of our Teen Tech Centers. We will host the robotics section
of The STEM Fiesta again and will continuing establishing this relationship.
New Mexico Museum of Natural History
Along with Explora, we collaborated with the New Mexico Museum of Natural History in
running the robotics portion of the New Mexico STEM Fiesta. Due to the success of this
we will be collaborating with the Museum again in hosting a Robo Convention in the
Spring
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Wright State University
Our team is collaborating with Wright State University In Dayton Ohio for our research
study regarding retention in STEM. We will continue collaborating with this university as
our research continues.
University of New Mexico
Our team is collaborating with the University of New Mexico in the implementation of the
Teen Tech Centers. Our team also established connections with UNM when we hosted
the Brain hackers Game Jam.
Central New Mexico Community College
Our team is collaborating with professors at CNM to implement the Teen Tech Centers
in Albuquerque. Our team has collaborated with a coding teacher at CNM for the past
few years.
Girls Who Code
Our team has established connections with Girls Who Code- we will collaborate to
present at events hosted by this organization and help inspire the interest in STEM with
the participants.
New Mexico Game Developers Guild
We collaborated with the New Mexico Game Developers Guild when we hosted the
Brain Hackers Game Jam. We allowed the winners of our event to pitch their idea to the
guild.
We hope to continue this collaboration in the development of the Teen Tech Centers.
New Mexico Tech
We have collaborated with New Mexico Tech in the establishment of our Teen Tech
Centers.
Garfield Middle School
We collaborated with this STEM- charter school when we hosted the Brain Hackers
Game Jam. We were able to share our robotics program and see their robotics
program.
NM FIRST
We have collaborated with New Mexico FIRST through our volunteering at many
different events. We have collaborated with the affiliate partner of NM FTC in presenting
The FIRST program throughout the State
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Influential Members Community Members/Other FIRST Teams
Vista Grande Community CenterWe partnered with Vista Grande Community Center several times in the past, we have
previously used this facility to host FLL meetings and put on an FLL Qualifier.
We have presented several times at their Halloween community night
East Mountain Legal Services
The East Mountain Legal Services in the East Mountains were a first-year sponsor and
an honorary team member.
State Farm- Matt Kunkle
We were able to get support for our team from Matt Kunkle State Farm. To express our
appreciation for such partnership we gave them a plaque.
Albuquerque Dentist
Albuquerque Dentist has been supporting our team for the past two years through their
contributions and their year-round donation jar for our team. They have previously been
named our pit sponsor and have been able to name our robot.
Tillery Chevrolet
Tillery Chevrolet is a car dealership in the East Mountains that has been a sponsor to
our team for the past two years. We have been able to show them our program by
inviting them to an FRC meeting with Zia Robotics and have established a long-term
partnership with this business. Through our connection to Tillery we were able to see
how STEM affects those in Car Dealerships and how they use the same skills we use
math and science in their auto mechanics jobs.
Ribs
Ribs is a first-year sponsor of our team. We have made plans to show off our robot and
their business to thank them for their contribution.Through our connection with Ribs we
were able to see how knowledge of math and science is used in culinary jobs. We were
able to see that our work in fundraising and running the finances of our teams parallels
with their work in managing their business.
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Sandia National Laboratories Credit Union
Sandia National Laboratories Credit Union is a first year sponsor of our team. Members
of our team have been using the business for several years we will continuing thanking
their business for their contributions. We were able to see how the math we used in
robotics could help with the math in financing and banking.
McCall's Pumpkin Patch
McCall's Pumpkin Patch is a very influential business in New Mexico. They are the
quintessential halloween activity in the Central New Mexico Area/ This year they were a
sponsor of our team. We were able to see how a pumpkin patch uses sciences in
agriculture and math in developing the finances of the team.
Spears Automotive
Spears Automotive is a first year sponsor of our team. We have regularly visited them
and thanked them for their contribution. We were able to talk to some of the mechanics
at this business and talk to them about our program. With our open house we hope we
might be able to inspire such professionals to assist our team. By talking to the
mechanics working at the organizations we were able to see how the engineering
principles we are using in our team program can be used in the real world and how
engineering jobs such as those taken up at Spears affect our own community.
Exerplay
Exerplay is a first year sponsor of our team. They were given the title of an honorary
team member and have been given a plaque and an honorary team tee-shirt for their
support of our team. Exerplay has given us connections to the workout/ play
professionals in our community.
Souers Construction
Souers Construction is a second-year sponsor of our team. We have honored their
business at every tournament and outreach event we have gone too in the past two
years. Souers Construction sponsorship of our team has given us connections to the
construction engineer in our community.
Waterways
Waterways of New Mexico is a first year sponsor of our team. Their sponsorship has
given us a connection to engineering in the form of water management in our
community.
Greenside Cafe
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Our team has had connections with Greenside cafe for the past several years. Our
connections with this business has given us connections to culinary professionals in our
community and a large influential business with our local community. Our partnership
with them has also allowed us to present our program to the community. We have made
plans to show our robot and host a fundraiser at their restaurant.
The Neutrons
Our team partnered with the rookie FTC team the Neutrons. We helped get them
started and provided them with the materials they would need to be successful in the
next season of FTC.
The Griffins
Our team has invited the FTC Team The Griffins to present at the different outreach
events we have hosted. Their team has provided their facilities to us on the
meet-the-field days that their team hosted.
BioHazard Robotics Detail
We regularly communicate with members of BioHazard Robotics detail throughout the
season. We have invited them to present at the different outreach events that we have
hosted.
Gear Masters
Our team has regularly communicated with the Gear Master's since the start of our
team. Their team gave us assistance in starting up our program and have given regular
help throughout the history of our team. In return we have let them borrow encoders,
and equipment along with inviting them to present their larger program at the different
outreach events we have hosted
Die Krieger
Our team has invited Die Krieger to present at the different outreach events we have
hosted. We helped their hosting of the Socorro FLL tournament by having some of our
team members volunteer.
Zia Robotics
We have partnered with Zia Robotics FRC team to present at the different event sour
team has hosted. Some of our members also participate on this team and use their
robot and program and an opportunities to share FIRST throughout their community.
Sandia Singularities
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Through our connections to Zia Robotics FRC we helped Sandia Singularities FRC start
an FRC team in the East Mountains. We helped them host the FRC Kickoff at their
school and gave them some strategic advice. At the beginning of their season we
provided resources for their team to be successful in their rookie season.
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Brain Hackers Robotics Safety Plan
In Our 2017-2018 season our team had an instance occur where a team member got
injured based on a safety issue our team failed to previously address. To avoid any
future occurrences we worked with our coaches and created a safety plan to ensure the
safety of everyone associated with the team. Our safety plan includes: Identification of
safety hazards, possible risks of these hazards, controls we put in place to avoid these
hazards, and evaluation of the controls we have in place. We presented our safety plan
and the procedure we put in place to make it at the 2018 Albuquerque Kickoff and as a
team will continue advocating for safety.

Safety Plan Process

● Sharp edges- someone cuts a major vein.
○ On the robot: put duct tape over sharp corners
○ Only take out the drill bits when using the drill
● Sharp Points-Someone cuts a finger. Someone could cut a toe. Someone cuts
their hands. Sharp points can occur when cutting metal or wood.
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●

●

●

●

●

○ Keep shoes on.
○ Wear gloves when using electric or sharp tools.
○ File down the edges so they are not as sharp.
Pinching Surfaces- Someone could get a blood blister. Some is screwing
something down and then realizes that they caught their hair in with screw.
○ When working with motors or joints make sure they are off and keep your
hands and hair clear of the pinching surfaces.
○ Do not horseplay around any of the objects.
○ Keep hair and fingers clear from screws.
Abrading surfaces-One person has fingers on abrading gear surface while
another turns on the robot.
○ Notify the other team members when you are turning on the motor or
working with the motor.
○ The robot should always be off when you are working on it, testing
programs are the only acception.
Electrical power- Somebody puts metal surfaces between electrical surfaces and
gets electrocuted.Someone spills water while working with electronics (robot or
computers)
○ Make sure there are no exposed wires.
○ If you are working with wire make sure the power is completely off before
you touch the wires.
○ Pull the chord out by the base.
○ Keep water away from electronics.
Heated surfaces- Somebody touches a hot surface and they burn themselves.
○ Test for any heat energy, without touching the actual surface. If it is hot
wait for it to cool down.
○ Wait for any possibly hot metals to cool down.
Tripping hazards- somebody trips on a wire. Somebody trips while holding the
robot. Somebody trips while holding the battery. Somebody trips while holding a
sharp object. Somebody leaves their shoes lying around and someone trips on
them. Someone doesn't tie their shoes and they trip.
○ Keep wires out of the way.
○ Use a way other than carrying the robot or battery to move it.
○ Be aware of your surroundings.
○ Keep shoes on and tied.

● Energized equipment- Someone fall asleep while operating energized
equipment. Somebody plugs in the drill press while somebody else's fingers are
in them.
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●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

○ Get good sleep before meetings, check the device you're operating on
before you turn it on.
○ Learn how to use the equipment,
○ Warn others you are using the equipment.
Toxic Chemicals/Substances- somebody opens the flashlight and battery has
exploded. A battery is dropped, and acid is all over the ground, someone just
assumes its water and steps in it.
○ Don't eat non food things, no eating food unless it's snack time or you're
working.
○ Bring in a coach if you see spillage of any kind.
Projectiles-while working with equipment something flies into somebody's eyes.
Gear is not tight enough on motor shaft and motor is turned on and gera flies off.
○ Don't throw things,
○ Be careful with moving parts.
○ Gears and screws need to be on tight (no loose parts).
○ Wear safety glasses,
○ Be prepared (don't slack off).
Particles (wood dust or metal) -particles fly into someone's eyes.Somebody
breathes in particles. Someone touches Metal shavings and gets metal in hands..
○ Wear safety glasses,
○ be prepared.
○ Wear gloves if dealing with metal or wood shavings.
○ Alert people you are creating dust and/or wear a mask.
Wood splintering- Someone is handling wood and gets splinters in hands/eyes.
○ Wear gloves and safety glasses if handling wood.
Sparks from working with metal- Somebody is drilling with drill press and a spark/
particles fly into their eyes
○ everybody must wear safety goggles while operating any equipment
A wooden table gets set on fire
○ have fire extinguishing materials around
○ watch out for fire hazards while working. Use code word Raspberry if you
think there is a risk of fire.
Fire Hazard- Table gets set on fire.
○ have fire extinguishing materials around
○ watch out for fire hazards while working. Use code word Raspberry if you
think there is a risk of fire.
Vision Hazards-Power goes off and so does the lights, people can't see what
they’re working on and start cutting off hands. Somebody forgets their glasses
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but insists on working on the robot.Someone stares into the sparks while
working.
○ Stop working if the power goes off/ if visibility is lost.
○ People must identify if they need to wear glasses/contacts and confirm
that they are wearing them before working with equipment.
○ Everyone must wear safety glasses
● Knocked down materials- Someone knocks over heavy object on someone’s
foot. Someone knocks over material, another person trips on that.Someone
knocks over the robot. Someone knocks over a computer.
○ Everybody must wear shoes
○ Be aware of surroundings
○ If someone is moving a heavy object tell everybody around them and ask
for help.
○ If you knock something over pick it up
○ If you can't pick it up by yourself, ask for help or move it away.
○ Be aware of surrounding
○ Assses the situation before pciking anything electronic up, make sure
there is no spilled batteries
● Loud noises- Someone has radio on too loud,Someone uses earplugs to avoid
losing hearing, because of this they cant hear when people are telling them to
stop.
○ Make sure music isn’t on too loud
○ Warn people before turning on the radio
○ Always make sure you can hear each other talk
○ Make sure you can hear everybody while working on machinery.
○ Use safety procedure for each machine in the garage
● Heavy objects-Someone gets off-balance while holding the robot,- they trip and
fall on their face on the robot. Someone pulls a muscle while carrying a heavy
object. Someone drops a battery on their foot.
○ Always get help while holding the robot
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Team 11054 Brain Hackers
Robotics Business Plan 2018
Executive Summary
Vision Statement
FTC Team 11054’s main goal is to provide unique STEM opportunities to adolescents in
the East Mountains and other rural areas in New Mexico.

Mission Statement
“There is no more certain path to prosperity for youth, their families and their community
than the opportunities provided by STEM”
-Brain Hackers Robotics

Team Summary
Brain Hackers Robotics was founded in 2016 from an aged-out FLL team. Our team
started as a 7 person all-girls team. We later dismantled the all-girls status to be more
inclusive to everyone in our community. We started with 2 coaches and no mentors.
Today are team consists of 11 team members two coaches and one mentor.

Sponsors
Brain Hackers Robotics is sponsored by a variety of large and local sponsors:, Best
Buy, Costco Wholesale, East Mountain Legal System, Exerplay Inc., Greenside Cafe,
Harts Hardware, Mccall's Farm, Sandia Laboratories, Sandia Laboratories Federal
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Credit Union, Souers Construction, Spears Automotive, State Farm- Matt Kunkle, Tillery
Chevrolet, Waterways of New Mexico
Brain Hackers Robotics has been actively seeking out sponsors since our 2017 season.
Our sponsors are a mix of large corporate sponsors and smaller community sponsors.
To attract sponsors we offer different levels of sponsorship for different contributions.
This will be reviewed later in our sponsor letter.
Along with Corporate and Local Sponsors,we also raise money through community
fundraisers.

Community Involvement
Brain Hackers Robotics actively tries to have a presence throughout the community. We
present and share our program through many FIRST related events (Kickoff, FLL
Tournaments), and many STEM events (Maker Fairs, Science Expos, etc). Outside of
the STEM community we share at many different schools and at different businesses
and community events.

Team Growth
In the past year our team has doubled in size- from 5 team members to 11. We also
diversified the age range in the past year, whereas last year we had 5 high school
freshmen this year we have a span of 7-10th graders. In the past year we also have
searched out getting more help from outside sources. We have gotten another mentor
to help out the team and have got the team parents involved in fundraising.

Future Plans
In our teams immediate future we want to continue improving and learning and getting
more involved with our community. We want to increase the hours of outreach we do
each year but also the significance of our outreach the impact in our community.
We want to continue to raise funds for our team but in doing so giving our team
members valuable future tools, like budgeting and communication/presentation skills.
Along with such, we want to increase the quality of our learnings in engineering and
programming. We want to get more experienced mentors and help and allow student
members on our team to get a fully enriching experience.
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Team Summary
History
Brain Hackers Robotics started as an FTC Team in 2016 forming from a previous FLL
team. Our team started with all middle schoolers at Roosevelt Middle School and has
since developed to incorporate a mix of middle and high school students from a variety
of schools.
In our teams first season we struggled with the transition from FLL to FTC, we had
issues with parts, and had a hard time fundraising. Luckily, with time and experience we
were able to develop our team.

Team Statistics
Our team size has fluctuated quite a bit from the start. Our team’s first season had 7
members, our second had 5 and our current team has 11 members. We have been able
to recruit from a wider audience and have thus increased the size of our team.
Our team has had the same two coaches from our origin and have gotten a new mentor
in the current 2018 season. In the past, our team has gotten a lot of support from team
parents and hopes to continue to get such support in the coming seasons.

Student Team Members
Our team has 11 students from 4 high schools and 3 middle schools. Our teams
diversified background allows us to reach a greater audience in our community and
have a bigger reach.
In the current 2018 season we also have a diverse mix of returning and new members,
we have 5 returning members and 6 new members.
When we recruit for new team members we focus on recruiting 7th and 8th graders and
training new kids in our community. This allows our team to have a constant flow of
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team members even in cases of members aging out.

Team Management
Team Membership
Membership on Brain Hackers Robotics is open and based on interest. We believe if
students are interested in participating on our team, their skills can be useful to our
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team.

Technical Structure
Our teams technical structure is based on building what the robot needs. We build the
different structures on the robot in parts to then incorporate into the whole of the robot.
Due to the diverse membership and levels of experience on our team, we recognize
some members will be more comfortable with building specific parts rather than
others.At the start of our meetings we identify tasks that need to be done on the robot
and then get work done on the different parts.
To make sure our students are safe while working with powered equipment and/or
working with the robot in general we have developed a safety plan with collaboration
with a retired industrial engineer from Sandia National Laboratories, with the process
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being as such

Design
Brain Hackers Robotics made a lot of changes to how we think about design this
season. Our process started with every member of our team after the kickoff working
together to identify tasks that needed to be done and potential strategy for our design.
Our design then relied on visual representations in sketches and building prototypes.
Brain Hackers Robotics has started learning PTC Creo CAD software. This season we
used it to make representations of what we have already built, in following seasons we
will use this software to help us in creating designs for our robot.
In the 2018-2019 season our team came up with a design process that we would follow
to ensure consistent, reliable designs as well as having each team member get a
understanding of a real-life engineering design process. We used this process to guide
our journey in creating different mechanisms on our robot but also used the process to
display our work more clearly to the judges by color-coding the process in the
engineering notebook.
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Software Development
Brain Hackers Robotics implements software development into the building and design
process of our robot. We try to make these processes parallel to ensure development in
both areas.
Our software development process has grown much like our design process. We
recognize that planning and testing is quintessential to the development of functional
code.
The structure of our software development is reliant on consistent communication
between software developers and the design and build team. Our team has designed a
software development process to work alongside our design process and help us
ensure communication throughout our team and solidly developed software throughout
our season.

Non-Mechanical Organization
Brain Hackers Robotics recognizes that while building and programming are important,
there are several non-mechanical tasks that help us make our robot most successful.
Our entire team is expected to participate in outreach and contributing to our
engineering notebook.
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Brain Hackers Robotics also expects fundraising efforts from the different members of
our team, this can included coming to fundraisers, making supplies for fundraisers, and
asking different businesses in our community for contributions.
In the 2018-2019 season Brain hackers robotics made a commitment to always present
solid presentations of our work to the judges by script preparation prior to the
tournament. To develop our script our team goes through an overview of what we want
to talk about, gets details from different subgroups about designs, writes initial scripts
and edits throughout before the tournament. Our team dedicates time at our last
meeting before a competition to preparing our presentation as well as dedicating the
night before to working through our script.
Brain Hackers Robotics is committed to doing large amounts of community outreach
including large scale outreach projects. Our team schedules meetings in the off season
preparing for outreach and community service events while not under the pressure of a
build season.

Website/Social Media
In the past season Brain Hackers Robotics has implemented a website and social
media pages. We recognize the impact social media has on society and how it affects
our presence within our local community and the FIRST community. Our website and
social media pages are ran by specific members to ensure the proper organization is
followed in the pages however it is expected that the rest of the team contribute to our
website and social media pages.

Impact of Community
Community Events
Brain Hackers Robotics has put an effort into displaying our team and robot at different
events through our local community and the Albuquerque STEM. In the past season we
have presented at maker fairs and science expos to display our robot.

Fundraisers
Brain Hackers Robotics has made a conscious effort to extending our fundraising efforts
to our community. We have hosted fundraisers at local businesses and restaurants that
have contributed to our team and have displayed our robot to different groups in our
community.
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In our 2018 season we hosted a fundraiser with Facebook’s Giving Tuesday. O
 ur team
went to friends and family and different members of the community and asked for
donations to be made and matched for on the event.

Fostering Growth of FIRST
Brain Hackers Robotics tries to foster the growth of FIRST by teaching and supporting
rookie teams, recruiting new members, sharing our experiences with FIRST, and
building a supportive FiRST community within New Mexico.
Brain Hackers Robotics teaches and supports Rookie teams, we try to maintain
communication with new teams throughout the area and offer them with knowledge and
resources to ensure they have the most successful season possible. We also have
presented at the FTC Kickoff and created presentations to help developing teams.
Brain Hackers Robotics has recruited members from various different communities
without established FIRST teams and have tried to match members in our outreach
activities to local teams within their area.Brain Hackers Robotics hopes through such
efforts we grow the inclusion of FIRST in different more rural communities
Brain Hackers Robotics regularly collaborates with different FTC teams within our
community through such collaboration we hope to build a supportive interconnecting
FIRST community and collaborative network, thus aiding the growth of FIRST in New
Mexico.
Brain Hackers Robotics work to foster the growth of FIRST and the larger STEm
ecosystem in new mexico by hosting many large scale outreach presentations as well
as large scale outreach projects.

Resource Requirements/ Budget
Budget
Our budget included both our teams expenditures and costs (parts,registration,etc) and
revenue (donations, grant money,etc) Our budget is a living document and has changed
based on our team's needs. We hope to both save money we have raised in the past
season but also spend money on resources that will be used in future season as well/
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Expenditures
Item

Cost

Category

Rationale
Explanation

Registration

$275.00

Registration

Required for
participation

Phoenix

$125.00

Registration

Required cost to
compete
Team wanted to
compete with
tougher competition

Albuquerque

$125.00

Registration

Required to
compete
Team wanted to
compete at local
tournament

Parts

$2500

Resources

This was the
money we spent on
parts throughout
the season
including
electronics and
mechanical parts.

Total

3000

Revenue
Source

Amount

Category

How

Sponsors
(Honorary Team
Members)

$1000

Sponsors

The title of
honorary team
member was given
to any business or
individual
contributing $300 or
more

Sponsors
(Official

$1600

Sponsor

The title of official
benefactor was
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Benefactors)

given to any
business who
contributed $200 or
more

Sponsors
(Official Sponsors)

$600

Sponsor

The title of official
sponsors was given
to businesses who
donated $100 or
more

Other Donations

$100

Sponsors

Consisting of
Donations without a
specific title

Total:

3,300

Large Donations/ Outreach based sponsorship
Sponsor

Amount

What we used it on will use it
on

Sandia National Laboratories

$5000

We used this money to buy
15 PCs to assist in STEM
education help in classrooms.
Because of this we were able
to give take-home PC’s to 15
student at a low-income
school in Albuquerque.
Giving each of these students
technology to take home and
use everyday

Best Buy

$5000

We are using these funds to
host large scale STEM
events like RoboCon and to
assist the building of Teen
Tech Centers

Boeing

$4500

Camps held in rural
communities in New Mexico
that have no other STEM
related opportunities offered
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Fundraising Opportunities
What

When

Why

Walmart Fundraiser In Spring Offseason We have done this
fundraiser before
and it has been
consistently
successful in both
raising funds and
showing our
program to our
community

What we might
raise
~$300

Ale House Republic In Spring with a
completed Robot

We have talked to
$100- $400
the manager and
they are very
interested in having
us display our
robot. The business
has regular
community nights
and showing our
robot would be a
good way to
showcase our
program to the
community

Greenside Cafe

Greenside Cafe is
already a sponsor
of our program.
Part of their
willingness to
sponsor our team
was an agreement
that we would
display our robot at
their location for
about a week. Our
program has
previously done a
fundraiser night at

In Spring with
completed Robot

~$100
(not counting
individual
donations)
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their business and
were able to attract
a lot of our friends,
family, teachers
and others to
attend the event

Team Values/ Missions/ Goals
Values
Brain Hackers Robotics lives by the values of FIRST and personal values through our
community. Gracious Professionalism Ⓡ provides the basis for our actions. As a team
our success in based on both what we have learned and how we were able to make an
impact in other team’s discoveries.

Vision and Missions
Brain Hackers Robotics vision is to provide unique STEM opportunities for members of
our community. To help in such we have recruited new members from across the East
Mountains and have allowed them to use their unique skills to contribute to our teams
work. Brain Hackers Robotics has also created unique outreach opportunities to show
many different sides of STEM we have contributed to events that help in android and
computer game development and have shared throughout several different
communities.

Goals
Brain Hackers robotics has identified their overall goal is to: Fill the gaps within the
STEM Ecosystem by working with others to advance STEM education. This goal is
derived from our team mission statement. Our Team has created smaller goals in order
for our team to reach our larger goals.
Brain Hackers Robotics has created a list of goals to identify what success personally is
for our team. We have identified long term goals for our team to complete within the
span of many years and smaller short term goals that we can complete within the
season. We recognize that our goals are a constantly changing aspect of our team and
will develop as the structure of our team develops. Our goals while adhering to the
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same values will be a dynamic part of our team and will constantly develop throughout
the current season and the following seasons.

Long Term Goals
Fundraising Goals
Goal

How we will reach goal

● Fundraise for each Outreach
project and to sustain these
endeavors

1. Apply for large grants
2. Dedicate certain funds for
outreach events and projects.
3. Create outreach materials to
use at each event to sustain
our outreach funds

● Increase number of sponsors
and reach into community

1. Continue communicating with
sponsors throughout our
community
2. Reach out to more sponsors
through our displays at
community events
3. Have display fundraisers at
businesses we have prior
communications with (Walmart,
tractor Supply Company,
Triangle Grocery,Whole Foods,
Greenside cafe, etc)

Sustainability Goals
Goal
● Recruit new interested
members each year

How we will reach goal
1. Reach out to different schools
we have communication with
2. Develop each team members
skills and abilities, while
applying skills to their interests
to keep team members
engaged.
3. Display our program throughout
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the community and regularly
recruit new members from such
displays
● Fundraise to sustain our team
each year and grow our team’s
resources

1. Have each individual member
fundraise throughout the
season
2. Reach out to every local
business we have
communication with
3. Sustain partnerships with
business by giving back, in
terms of sponsor recognition,
tee shirt, etc
4. Engage sponsors by inviting
them to our tournaments,
outreach events, open houses,
meeting, and etc.

Outreach Goals
Goal
To Increase Competitiveness of New
Mexico FTC Teams

To create a FIRST pipeline within our
community

How we will reach goal
1. Communicate and Collaborate with
other FIRST Teams In the Area
2. Present Workshops and provide
valuable and helpful resources to
other FIRST teams at the Kickoff
and other FIRST events
3. Help Kickoff logistics
1.Present as much as possible at local
elementary schools and middles schools
along with community centers
2.Communicate with East Mountain High
School FRC team about possibilities of
starting new teams in area
3.Once we start a new team, regularly
help and mentor coaches and students
involved with team to ensure longevity of
team as well as success of team
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To increase the influence of STEM within
rural New Mexico

1. Present our program at different
events in our community
2. Host STEM Camps in rural New
Mexico
3. Make connections with STEM
professionals and teachers in rural
New Mexico areas
4. Communicate FIRST and help and
assist build FIRST program in said
areas

To address gaps in the STEM ecosystem
with our outreach

1. Identify gaps in the STEM
Ecosystem
2. Discuss as a team how we can
address such gaps
3. Host camps in rural communities
and use our STEM connections to
builds projects and programs to
improve STEM education in New
Mexico

Community Service Goals
Goal

How we will reach goal

● Volunteer at every local FLL
event

1. Start volunteering this year
2. Use connections to Sandia
National laboratories to recruit
volunteers for FIRST
tournaments
3. Make connections with news
outlets to advertise these
events and attract more
volunteers

● Host FTC events

1. Collaborate with the NM FTC
Affiliates
2. Find a location for hosting a
tournament
3. Use our connections to attract
volunteers throughout our
community
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4. Advertise event through social
media, news outlets etc to
ensure success of our team.
● Have every team member do a
minimum of at least 50 hours of
community service and recruit
at least one other person to do
community service

1. Start community service
baselines for each member
2. Start easy way to record
community service for our team
members
3. Get each tournament to
volunteer at least one FLL/ FTC
tournament each year
4. Identify community service
leaders who can help students
get more help.

Team Goals

Goal

How we will reach goal

To have a consistently successful and
innovative robot designs

1. Recruit STEM Professional
engineers
2. Mentor and teach new students
basic engineering/design
principles
3. Create resources for team to
use in cases needing help
4. Start Pre-season training
program

To create a mentorship program with
our team

1. Brainstorm areas where team
needs help with current team
members
2. Identify possible leadership
3. Create resources and materials
to train incoming members on
our team
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To establish various strong competing
FIRST Teams within the East
Mountains area.

1. Communicate with East
Mountain High School FRC
Team
2. Communicate with local
Elementary and Middle Schools
(San Antonito Elementary, A
Montoya Elementary,
Roosevelt Middle School)
3. Communicate with local
Community Centers about
hosting FLL Teams (Vista
Grande, Los vecinos)

Short Term Goals
Fundraising Goals
Goal
● To increase fundraising

How we will reach it
1. Reach out to community
businesses
a. Each team member
communicated with the
different business they
interact with on a regular
basis
2. Find New Ways to Fundraise
for our team
a. Brain Hackers Robotics
participated in facebook
Tuesday allowing for our
friends and family
around the world to
donate and get their
donations matched
3. Give Back more to our
sponsors
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a. Brain Hacker Robotics
will be hosting an Open
House to invite and
thank all of our
sponsors. We made
plaques for all donations
of $200 or more and
granted those of $300 or
more the title of
‘Honorary Team
member’.
● The amount of money we
raised in the past season was
over double what we raised in
the previous season. We made
connections with several more
local businesses and have
communicated more and more
with our sponsors

Sustainability Goals
Goal
● Increase size of team (recruit
more members)

How we will reach it
1. Communicate with local
teachers to scope out new
members
2. Recruit through our Outreach
opportunities
*In the past season Brain Hacker
Robotics doubled their team size
through recruiting from our community
connections. Our team is now the
largest it has ever been. Our team
covers a much more diverse age
range and allows more members of
our community to have fun in STEM
activities. Our team has always
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included mixes of students from
different schools as our area offers no
other STEM programs, this season we
have team member representatives
from 7 different schools across New
Mexico.

Outreach Goals
Goal
● Increase Outreach

How we will reach it
1. Look for more opportunities to
present our program
a. Brain Hackers Robotics
used collaborations with
their community, other
teams and coaches and
mentors to get more
opportunities to
showcase their robot.
2. Volunteer at more events
a. Our team volunteered at
2 FLL Tournaments and
the Kickoff. Our team
also volunteered at
camps and STEM
Related Outreach. Our
total Volunteering more
than doubled in the past
season. Along with our
team actively
volunteering we have
also put an active effort
into recruiting
volunteers, We ran a
Newsletter through the
Sandia National
Laboratories that
advertised to STEM
professionals to
encourage volunteering
throughout the New
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Mexico STEM
community.
*In the past season the amount of
outreach we have done has increased
by 343%. Our team has regularly
invited multiple teams to present with
us. We have started large scale
outreach projects to make a bigger
impact on the FIRST community along
with our community as a whole

Community Service Goals
Goal
● Volunteer at each local FLL
event

How we will reach it
1. Inform team with Socorro and
Championship Tournament
2. Go to and Volunteer at these
events

Team Goals
Goal
● Increase size of team (recruit
more members)
● Improve teams overall
mechanical and programming
skills

How we will reach it
(see sustainability goals)

● Recruit mechanical mentors
○ Our team recruited a
new mechanical mentor
for our season and have
been actively inviting
parents to help out a
more meetings.
● Find New Resources online
and elsewhere
○ Our team has scoped
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out new resources. We
created an Instagram
page this season and
have attracted a
following of ~300
accounts ranging from
teams around the world.
We also watch
resources from other
teams.
● Communicate with other teams
○ Our team has
established strong
communications with
other FTC teams in our
community. We regularly
communicate with
student friends of our
team and invite other
teams to showcase their
robots with us at
different outreach
events.
*Our team improved our overall
mechanical and programming skills
astronomically in the 2018-2019
season. This was the first season ever
where we built a holonomic drive and
built mechanisms to perform every
single task. This was the first year our
team programmed sensors to use on
our robot. At our first tournament of
these on our robot was ranked 1rst for
the first 5 rounds of the tournament
which has never happened in the
history of our program. Our team’s
mechanical skills have improved and
are improving more and more as we
are learning from others and each
other.
● To develop student’s leadership
skills

1. Establish Task leaders
2. Give leadership roles at
tournament
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3. Stress the idea of team roles
and develop organization
system of our team
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